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PRIORITY NETWORK FOR SNOW
AND ICE REMOVAL




SNOW REMOVAL MAP — This map shows the priorities for snow a
nd ice rernoval for roads in CallOway County.
Complied and distributed by the Transportation Department's Bureau of Highways, the map 'shows US. 641 falls un-
der priority onerto receive attention first. Highways 121 and 94 are designat
ed as priority two. Other road priorities
also are shown above. Copies of individual county maps can be obtained from the Bureau of Highways district of-






Fiscal Court To Fund 60 Percent
Of Hospital Ambulance Service
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
voted at its Friday afternoon meeting to
accept the hospital's offer to provide
emergency ambulance services and
pay the hospital a subsidy of 60 percent
of $00,000 annually.
In addition, the court wW pay 60
percent of the cost of three ambulances
and will initiate a petition to place the
question of tax support for the am-
bulance service on the ballot.
This is part of the 60-40 agreement the
city and the county made with the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital to
provide emergency ambulance service
on a one-year temporary basis.
City To Pay $2,300 In
Damages Over Fish Kill
The city of Murray has agreed to pay
damages of $2,303, ending a long
dispute between the city and the state
over a fish kill in Clarks River.
Mayor Melvin Henley agreed to the
payment, although he once said he




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — South
Central Bell has been awarded $10.2
million in additional revenue to meet
higher wages during a rehearing before
the Kentucky Utility Regulatory
Commission.
Friday's decision will mean im-
mediate increases in most residential,
business and service-connection
charges. The telephone company has
about 790,000 customers in Kentucky.
The ruling boosts to $18.2 million, or
less than half the amount originally
requested, the total awarded Ken-
tucky's largest telephone company in
the last three months.
On Aug. 7, the commission granted
South Central Bell only about $1 million
of the $44.6 million increase it had
sought. Bell termed the decision
"unrealistic" and asked for a
rehearing, citing eight points where it
felt the commission had ignored the
evidence.
Henley said Friday that he discarded
the idea of going behind bars "because
I found out it wouldn't do any good."
"It would have amounted to my going
to jail for nothing; all the state had to do
to collect the $2,300 would have been to
place a lien on city property and sell it
at the courthouse door."
The fish kill was reported Sept. 26,
1976. The Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources blamed it on a
malfunctioning city sewage pump.
The state gave Murray a bill for
$5,000 for 14,000 fish allegedly killed by
sewage running into the East Fork of
Clarks River.
John Ed Scott, mayor at the time,
balked at the payment, saying the state
wanted Murray to restock waters that
did not have many fish in them in the
first place. It was also claimed by city
officials that the fish in the stream are
primarily "rough" fish such as carp,
shad, etc., with little or no game value.
The state filed suit to collect the
$5,000. A jury decided in May 1978 that
the city had to pay $2,300.
Henley, who by that time had suc-
ceeded Scott, decided on an appeal and
said that if there was any way possible
to keep from paying the damages,
Murray would do it.
The jury verdict was upheld by the
Court of Appeals last May 11. The city
decided later to drop the case at that
point, Henley said.
In other action, the court accepted a
petition brought by Dianne Rose
bearing 112 signatures which requested
a four-way stop sign or flashing light
installed at the intersection of Airport
Road and Poor Farm Road. Mrs. Rose
stated that there had been three ac-
cidents there since June 29.
Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller
said that he would forward the petition
to the state Bureau of Highways and
ask them to survey the intersection
again.
The court voted 3-1 to close Ayers
Road located adjacent to the Took
Wilson Farm. Wayne Flora and Roy
English, other adjacent property
owners, were present at the meeting to
object to the petition Wilson had earlier
presented.
Several people owning property on
Lovers' Lane, located between the new
Highway 641 North and the present
Highway 641 North, requested the court
to open the road and repair the bridges
on that road. The magistrates will look
into the situation.
The court also approved a Disaster
and Emergency Service Mutual Aid
Agreement with the eight counties in
the Purchase Area Development
District. This agreement provides for
the counties to come to the assistance of
the others in case of a disaster.
Miller said that he had received
notification from the Kentucky
Department of Transportation that
Carroll Guy has qualified as a county
road supervisor.
Guy told the court that the 25 em-
ployees of the county and the seven
CETA workers had hauled 24,052 loads
of gravel during the past 28 days. Most
of the roads receiving the gravel were
in the southeast and southwest portions
of the county.
Ninety-nine bridges in the county are
eligible for federal assistance ac-
cording to Miller. The judge-executivc
said, however, that Congress has not
yet appropriated money for the bridge
program.
Marked Escalation In Countries' Confrontation
Ayatollah Cites Islamic Mercy
Women, Blacks To Be
Released From Embassy
By The Associated Press
Citing Islamic mercy, Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini today ordered the
release of all women and black
hostages at the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran if they are proved innocent of
spying, but said the remaining
"professional spies" will remain until
the shah and "all that he has plun-
dered" are returned to Iran, Tehran
Radio reported. The broadcast said the
captors announced they would comply
with Khomeini's order shortly.
All the hostages were reported well.
The radio broadcast, monitored in
Kuwait and London, said Khomeini
ordered the cases of women and blacks
held at the embassy to be "mitigated if
it is proved that they have not com-
mitted acts of espionage."
The order asked the occupiers to
hand in blacks and women who have not
spied to the Foreign Ministry for im-
mediate expulsion from Iran to the
United States, but said the remaining
hostages will not be released.
It was believed there were six or
seven American women in the embassy
and several black Marines among the
estimated 62 Americans and eight non-
Americans held in the mission since
Nov. 4.
In explaining his decision, Khomeini
said the embassy; was a "den of
espionage and those professional spies
will remain as they are until
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi is returned
to be tried and until he has returned all
that he has plundered.
"However, as Islam has a special
respect towards women, and the blacks
who have spent ages under American
pressure and tyranny and may have
come to Iran under pressure, therefore,
mitigate their cases if it is proved that
they have not committed acts of
espionage.
"Dear students, please hand over the
blacks and the women whose spying is
not proved to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs so that they may be im-
mediately expelled from Iran.
"The noble Iranian nation will not
give permission for the release of the
rest of them, who will therefore remain
under arrest until the American
government acts according to the wish
of the nation."
Up to now the embassy captors also
have refused to release anyone until the
shah's extradition. The shah is being
treated for cancer at a New York


















Sunny breezy and warn) today.
High near 70. Clear and mild
tonight. Low 45 to 50. Sunny
breezy and warm Sunday. High
in the low 70s. Winds becoming
gusty southwesterly 10 to 20 mph
today and 10 to 15 mph tonight.
Action Against Iran Not First For U.S.
By KRISTIN GOFF
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — President
Carter's decision to freeze Iranian
assets in the United States, was not the
first time the United States has taken
such action against a foreign nation.
But it marked a significant escalation
In the political and economic con-
frontation between the countries since
Iranian students took 60 Americans
hostage at the U.S. Embassy Nov. 4.
And its Woe came in a dramatically
- different- oontext• than in-the past. .
The United States currently ,has
assets of Qunbodis, North Mietniunlind
Cuba frozen. And only recently, the
United States and thins agreed
;settle a dispute dating back to 1949 in
•
which each country laid claim to the
other's assets.
But the freeze on billions of dollars
Iran holds in the United States, was
among the largest ever imposed by the
United States. The amount of funds
Involved is estimated at around $5
billion by the United States officials and
about $12 billion by the Iranians.
And it came in response to what
currency dealers say was a direct
threat to the dollar with potentially
broad economic implications for the
US. economy.
Many at those:problem may •remala,
even after the hostage question is
settled. Higher oil prisesefor instanoer•
are deemed to be an almost certain
spinoff of the U.S.-Iranian con-
frontation.
Carter took swift but limited action
this past week when the Iranians sr-
nounced plans to withdraw all runes
from the United States. While he did not
officially break off all trade with Iran.
he did block withdrawal of all funds
owned by the Iranian government or its
agencies unless specifically -permitted
by the United States government.
Treasury officials described the
freeze as a necessary step to ensure
that Iran would not walk out of an
estimated $2.5 billion in loans from U.S.
banks, and that the withdrawal of funds
would be 'orderly." - -
But in currency markets, speculation
was • widespread that Iran's- intention
was to force a run on the dollar, thus
increasing economic pressure on the
United States to meet its demands for
the return of the deposed shah.
In other business developments this
Past week:
—Major banks raised their prime
lending rates to a record 153/4 percent
from 151/2 percent, drawing an im-
mediate charge of "profiteering" from
House Banking Committee Chairman
Henry S. Reuss.
—Auto sales in the first 10 days of
November slowed to their slowest pace
since the 197475 recession, despite
promotions and rebates by some
automakers.
Motor.Co.„ the nation's second
largest automaker, said it expects to
400-afore than 4,1. won this year and
have losses extend into nexiyear from
Its North American auto and truck
Operations.
refused to extradite him.
One of the Moslem militants guarding
the embassy was reached by telephone
today from Nicosia, Cyprus. He
identified himself as "Mr. X," and
said: "Before releasing anyone, we
must first establish whether they are
spies or not."
"All the hostages are well," he ad-
ded. "Tell the American people we are
not against them. We are only against
the government for sheltering the
deposed shah who is a criminal. We
love the people of America."
Khomeini met Friday night with
Foreign Minister Abolhassa Barn Sadr
at the ayatollah's residence in Qum, 100
miles south of Tehran.
After the session, Beni Sadr warned
that U.S. losses will far outweigh Iran's
if the Carter administration steps up
the economic war to free the hostages
at the embassy.
"There can be no war without losses
ancr-MMige, but the losses suffered by
the U.S. would be many times more
than Iran's," Bani Sadr said.
Tehran Radio said his statement was
in response to reporters who questioned
him about U.S. economic reprisals
against Iran for the nearly two-weekold
siege at the embassy.
The meeting between Beni Sadr and
Khomeini appeared to contradict
reports that the 79-year-old Khomeini
would not receive anyone until Dec. 5
because he was suffering "slight
fatigue and illness."
President Carter already has im-
posed an embargo on oil purchases
from Iran, frozen Iranian government
assets in U.S. banks and halted delivery
of spare parts for Iran's air force.
Russell Long, chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee, wants Carter to
cut off all food. sales and other trade
With Iran, but so far Washington
policymakers are withholding ap-
proval.
U.S. immigration officials, however,
said about 10 percent of the ap-
proximately 4,000 Iranian students
interviewed in America this week are
subject to deportation for visa
violations.
And Senate Majority Leader Robert
C. Byrd said Iranian students
demonstrating for Khomeini in the
United States sometimes make him so
angry "I'd feel like taking a punch at
one myself if I could get to him."
Some 80,000 Iranians marched on the
embassy Friday and the captors
threatened harsh reprisals against the
hostages if the U.S. government forced
the shah, being treated for cancer in
New York, to go to any country but
Iran.
Both Mexico and Egypt have said the
shah is welcome, and State Department
spokesman Hodding Carter said the
ousted monarch is free to go wherever
he wants once his treatment ends.
He also repeated the U.S. govern-
ment's stand that it will not extradite
the shah to Iran, and declared the
Carter administration will not be
bullied "because of anything someone
might have said over a loudspeaker in
Tehran."
One of the captives, the embassy's
Italian cook, was freed Thursday.
Luigi Salvia, 51, called his mother in
Capri and told her he had been under
"strict guard by armed Islamic
students" as a "possible spy" at a
house inside the embassy compound,
the Italian news agency ANSA said.
Student Saves Man's
Life At Homecoming
Quick action on the part of an
emergency medical student at Murray
State University has been credited with
preventing a Harrisburg, Ill., man from
choking to death during the university's
recent Homecoming weekend.
The student was identified as Ron
Ozment, 22, a senior occupational
safety and health major and the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ozment, 11
Dogwood Place, Harrisburg.
John Shewrnake, a friend of Ozment's
from Harrisburg, was visiting him for
the Homecoming weekend when he
became choked on undigested food
shortly after an evening meel_in
Ozment's mobile home in Riviera
Courts.
Having stretched across a bed in an
adjoining room moments before he was
stricken, She wmake kicked and beat on
the walls to attract Ozment's attention.
,Quickly recognizing the symptoms of
airway obstruction, Ozment im-
mediately grasped his friend in a "bear
hug" from behind. Using what is known
as the Heimlick Maneuver, he exerted
pressure with the thumb knuckle of his
right hand just below Shewmake's rib
cage, forcing the diaphram upward,
compressing the air in his lungs and
expelling the object blocking his
breathing passageway.
"Ron's quick action and his
emergency medical training definitely
saved his friend's life," said Bennie
Cooper, who directs the emergency
medical program in the university's
Department of Safety Engineering and
Health.
"Airway obstructions are very
critical, and if not quickly removed,
can result in respiratory arrest and
then cardiac arrest," he said.
"Choking on undigested food can
render a person biologically dead
within four to six minutes, certainly a
maximum of 10 minutes," he said.
"Severe brain damage also can result if
a victim so stricken is in that condition
much longer than a few minutes."
Sbewtnake was reported to have
recovered quickly from the incident





The Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board will hold a special called meeting
at noon Tuesday, Nov. 20, at DeVanti's.
The agenda for. the meeting includes
the construction committee report on
the batting cage proposal; committee
appointments for 1980; and reports





CHEMISTRY WINNER — Brent Boston, second from left, is congratulated
by Dr. James L Meeks, left, chairman of the Department of Chemistry at
Murray State University, after winning the fourth-place, $200 scholarship in
the- boiversity's recent chemistry tournament. A sessiesib-et-A4tievay
School, he is the son of Rev. and Mrs. Fit Boston, 305 North 7th Street.
looldng on is his advisor, lloydilfasty, and David Howell, curator in the
College of Environmental Sciences at Murray State and the tournament
coordinator.
I.
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Community Calendar Events Listed
Saturday, Nov. 17
Bazaar by the Bethel United
Methodist Church Women will
be held from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
the American, Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
Boy Scout Troop 77 will hold
its semi-annual old newspaper
drive. For pickup of
newspapers only call 753-3824.
Final production of "Fiddler
On The Roof" by the Murray-
Calloway County Comniunity
Theatre, Inc., will be at 8 p.m.
at the Carman Pavillion,
College Farm Road.
Winter Horse Show, spon-
sored by New Providence
Riding Club, will start at 4
p.m. at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center. .
Square and Round Dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Rail at 7:30 p.m.
Al-A-Thon is schelduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pavillion, Collegefarm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229.
White Bean and Ham Hock
Supper will be served starting
at 5 p.m. at the Martin's
Chapel United Methodist
Church. An auction bazaar
will he at approximately 7
p.m.
Bazaar by Murray Women
of the Moose will be from 4 to 7
p.m. at the Lodge Hall,
followed by a chili supper and
disco dance from 8 p.m. to
. midnight. This is for members
and.their families, only.
Girl Scout "Showcase"
-exhibition will be held at the
West Kentucky Livestock
Show and exposition Cente,
Murray, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Sunday. Nov. 18
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Deering, Murray Route 1, will
be honored in celebration of
their golden wedding an-
niversary with a reception at
the Salem Baptist Church
from 2 to 4:30 p.m.
A reception in honor of Mr.
and Mrs. William Harmon
Ross, Jr., who were recently
married, will be held at the
Community Room, Federal
Savings and Loan, Seventh
and Main Streets, Murray,
from 2 to 4 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lovins
will be honored in celebration
of their golden wedding an-
niversary with a reception at
the Poplar Spring Baptist
Church from 2 to 4 p.m. The
couple requests that guests
not bring gifts.
Second spssion of Mastering
Emotions Workshop will be
from 3 p.m. to 10 p.m. at the
First Christian Church. For




dystrophy ,by DECA Chapter
of Murray Vocational School
will be held at three places in
Murray from 12 noon to 3 p.m.
Roadblock for benefit Greg
Black, kidney patient, will be
held by the Murray Calloway
Jaycees at various places in
Murray.
Carolyn Circle of Hazel
United Methodist Church will
meet at the home of Ann
Herron at 7 p.m. with the




Hannah Circle of First United
Methodist Church Women,
will be .at 630 p.m. at the
church.
The Newman Club of St.
Leo's Catholic Church will
meet at 6 p.m.
Concert of Early Music
featuring both vocal and in-
strumental Renaissance
music will be presented by the
Collegium Musicum of the
University of Louisville and
the Murray State Collegium
Musicum at 2 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center. Murray State.
Guest piano recital by
Rebecca Shockley, faculty
member at Eastern Kentucky.
University, will be at 3:30 p.m.
in the Recital Hall Annex,
Nine Arts Center, Murray
State. There is no admission
charge and the public is in-
vited.
Monday. Nov. 19 •
Penny Homemakers. Club
will meet with Violet Johnson.
Oak Grove Baptist Church
WMU will meet with Youlanda
Grooms at 7 p.m. .
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church for the
seminar on "Where Are We
Now?" on the theme of
Beginning Again: The
Challenge of the Formerly
Married.
Bluegrass State CB Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Triangle Inn at 7:30p.m.
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association (Int. )
will have a, potluck salad
supper at the Community
Room, North Branch of
Peoples Bank, at 6:30 p.m.
This is open to. all persons
interested in membership.'
Euple Ward of Need Line will
be the speaker.
Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Gene &
Jo's Flowers for the program
and later to the club house for
the business and social hour.
Monday, Nov. 19
J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet at 1:30
p.m. at the home of Dr.
Mildred Hatcher, 1305 Olive
Boulevard, with Dr. Harvey
Elder as speaker.
Meeting of Humane Society
of Calloway County will not be
held.
Southwest Parent-Teacher
Club will meet at 6:30 p.m, in
the school cafeteria.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. it




Children will meet at 7:30.p.m..
at the Special Education
Building, Murray State.
Divtirce, Support Group is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
Ordway Hall, Murray State.
For information call 762-6851.
Ladies Barbershop Har-
mony Group will meet from 7
to 8 p.m. at the First Christian
Church Educational Building.
This is open to all interested
women.
Annual Junior High Quad-
State Band Festival will
rehearse throughout the day
with concerts at 7 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium. Murray
State. This is free and open to
, the public.
First of four sessions in
intermediate Middle Eastern
dance will be held at Ladies'
exercise room, Carr Health
Building, Murray State. Cost
will be $5 for the four sessions.
, Murray State Lady Racers
basketball • team will play
Southern Illinois University
Women at 7 p.m. at the MSU
Fieldhouse.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Hazel Community Center
with lunch at 11:45 a.m.
'Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 7594875 or 759-
1792.
Betty Sledd Baptist Young
Women of First Baptist
Church will meet at 9 a.m.
with Paula Alcott.
Recycle and compost will be
the program at Empire Farm,
Land Between the- Lakes,
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Foreign Mission Book Study
will be held at Elm Grove
Baptist Church at 10 a.m.
Each one is to bring a sack
lunch.
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will meet .at the home of
Nadine Wortham.
Senior Citizens Greenhouse-
will be open from 10 a.m. to 12
noon.
Golden Circle Class of
Memorial Baptist Church will
have a salad supper and
mission projects work with





School Class of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church' will have
supper at Seven Seas at 6 p.m.
Husbands will be guests.
Band, Lakerettes and
Cheerleaders wills perform at
int ra squad games at
Calloway County High School
gym at 6:30 p.m. Admission
w ill be $1 and $1.50.
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house.
Senior Adult Fellowship of
First Rapttstrhurch will have
a potluck luncheon at 12 noon
at the -fellowship hall.
Highlights of the Ridgecrest
trip will be featured.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
• Senior Citizens to.111 meet as
follows: Murray from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. at Ellis Center;
Hazel from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel Center: Dexter at 10
a.ni. at Dexter Center:
Greenhouse will be open from
10 a.m. to 12 noon: Meals will
be served at Douglas Center
and meals will be sent out.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly ) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center..
Program on Recycle and
compost will be from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at Empire Farm,
Land Between the Lakes.
Harvest Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church
will meet at the church parlor
at 7:30 p.m.
Mothers' Morning- Out- will
be at 9 a.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
Wednesday, Nov. 21
Shopping day for Senior
Citizens will be held and (-all
753-0929 by 9 a.m. for morn: ng
shopping and by 11:30 a.m for
afternoon shopping. Nte
change of shopping day due to
the Thanksgiving holiday.
1DeakAbbt
By Abigail Van Buren
Won't Stand
For Sitting
DEAR-ABBY: I have been a grandmother since I was 37.
I'm 40 now, and my daughter-in-law and I have a big dif-
ference of opinion about what a grandmother is supposed to
do.
. I have told my daughter-in-law and my son that from now
on I will not baby-sit for free while they gok out and have a
good time. I will baby-sit in an emergency, or if my
daughter-in-law has a doctor's appointment, but for no other
reason will I sit for free. If they have to pay me like they pay
any other sitter, they won't just dump the baby on me and
run, or phone me up to come over and watch the baby for "a
few minutes" —which always seem to run to three or four
hours.
Don't get me wrong. Abby. I love my grandchild, but I
can't make my daughter-in-law realize that grandmothers
are not put on earth to take care of their grandchildren.
I have my son, his wife and the baby over every Sunday
for dinner and two or three times during the week. but I
don't want the full responsibility of looking after the baby
while the parents are out having fun. Am I wrong? How do
other grandmothers feel? By the way, Abby, if you're a
grandmother, how do you handle the sitting problem?
NO SITTER
DEAR NO SITTER: I'm a grandmother with no sitter
problem because my grandchildren live 2,000 miles away.
But ill lived in the same city I would have to draw straws
with the other grandmother for the privilege of sitting. She
loves it. Bless her.
DEAR ABBY: Please, please tell teenagers that they can
become pregnant without "going all the way.- That is what
happened to me.
My boyfriend of two years and I were very close, but we
never actually went all the way. Nevertheless, I was seven
months pregnant when I got married although I was still a
virgin. My doctor even said so.
I love my husband and my son. but I ant aorrahrl became
pregnant when I did. It stood in- the way of my finishing
college.
LEARNED THE HARD WAY
DEAR LEARNED: I have stated that fact in my column
many times, jaut it bears repeating. Perhaps your ex-
perience will be more effective than my warning. I hope so.
DEAR ABBY: I am writing in response to a letter signed
READY TO KILL — the young woman who was at the end of
her patience with a neighbor's barking dog.
If she lives in Hawaii, she Can call the Hawaiian Humane
Society. Their staff will tape-record the Continclus barking,
and with that evidence, confront the owner of the dog.
Humane Society staff will then work with the dog owner to
correct the dog's behavior. They continue to monitor the
situation and, if the barking persists, the Humane Society
contacts the local police, who are empowered to issue a sum-
mons to the owner. And they DO issue such summonses.)
.1 would be surprised if other major cities did not have
such a noise-abatement program sponsored by the local
Humane Society.
CHERLY N. IN HONOLULU
DEAR CHERLY: If other communities do not have such a
program, they should have! It's good to know that in Hswaii
they don't have to take the matter of barking dogs into their
own lovely hula hands.
DEAR ABBY: I fell hard for a man I work with. I'll call
him Mel. Mel is married. I'm single. We rendezvoused dur
ing long lunch hours, and any evenings he could get away.
Mel's old lady got wind of our romance, so he said we had
to cool it for a while.
Well, his old lady is no dummy. She said as long as we
worked together she wouldn't feel comfortable. She even
threatened-to go to the boss, so I agreed to find another job.
I loved my job. but I'm the one who had to quit. Why?
NAMELESS NINNY
DLAR NI\ N 1 Because you agreed to. (P.S. There's a
less% to be learned here. Never fish off the company dock!)




What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 41r
Don't be discouraged by the
hard work necessary to make
a project work. Impatience or
impertinence will only add to
complications.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 201
Watch contention on home
front. Cooperate with close
allies to maintain harmony




May 21 to June 20) /1.1101-
Don't snap at co-workers if
little things irritate. The
smart remark gets you in
trouble. Compromise for the
sake of progress.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22 )
Arguments about money
could spoil good times. Mixing
business with pleasure OK.
Reward good services with the
proper remuneration.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 412fA
You're liable to go your own
way despite the advice of
others. Find a way to do your
own thing without argument.
Make domestic decisions.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 RP%
Unconscious irritations
could make you cranky. Find








friends about money. Don't be
petty. Doing the small things
abets progress. Be gracious in
handling money requests.
SCORPIO
10Ct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Not the time to criticize
company policy. Bosses could
in some way irritate, but hold
your peace. Purchase items
for loved ones.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
You may be inwardly
critical of a partner's plan.-
Try to find moments of
privacy to restore inner
peace. Take a back seat now.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
An up-and-down day with
friends. Don't get drawn into





(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A busy day of planning.
Discuss issues with close ones




(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) Xe'
Nervous tension or irritation
could affect health. Stay clear
of arguments over religion
and philosophy. Travel brings
peace of mind. ,
YOU BORN TODAY. are
community-minded and
naturally interested in public
affairs. Law, politics, religion,
and administrative work are
some of the fields in which
you'll find happiness. You do
your best work when
motivated by an ideal.
Music Department To Meet
For Program On Tuesday
The Music Department of
the Murray Woman's Club is
scheduled to meet Tuesday,
Nov. 20, at 7:30 p.m. at the
club house.
"Broadway Beat" is the
name of the program to be
given by Pat Kiesow, B. J.
Berrill, Martha Crofton,
Libby Hart, Sadie Nell Jones,
Betty Thompson, and Wanda
Moseley.
liostesses will be Karen
Bolls, Franspella Cole,
Dorothy Crouse, Ruth
Eversnieyer, Jill O'Brien, and
Gwen Key.
At the October meeting a
special program was
presented by Mary Stout,
guest, who sang selections
from such Broadway hits as a
"A Little Night Music,"
"Annie Get Your Gun," and "I
Do! I Do!", with Suzanne
Johnson, pianist, as her ac-
conipanist.
Members were served
coffee and cheesecake at
individually set tables while
hearing the program
Hostesses were Kay Carman,
Sue Bazzell, Barbara Bran.
don, Joan Cavitt, B. J. Berrill
and Clara Humphreys.






Club held an organizational
meeting on Monday, Oct. 29.
at the home of Veronica
Elkins.
Mrs. Jean Cloar, count)
agent in home economics,
spoke to the group on starting
the club.
The club will meet Monday,
Nov. 19, at the home of Nadine
wortham. Officers will be























Open Daily From 1110 a.m. - 1000 p.m.i
' 'storing": Cworing Party Trays
MUM Small-
Choose or
PAa rimt Shs p
Etc.
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Diabetes is much more serious
than most people seem to realize,
presently affecting over 200,000
Kentuckians. Diabetes is the
nation's arid Kentucky's #3 killer.
Diabetes is the leading cause of
new cases of blindness and is a
major factor in heart and kidney '
disease. The need for RESEARCH &
ELUCATION cannot be met without
strong public support. Won't
you please donate whatever




NOVEMBER, AS PRCCLAIMED BY
GOVERNOR CARROLL
IS DIABETEb MONTH AND THE HELP OF
ALL KENTUCKIANS IS APPRECIATED.
In Cooperation With
Miirray Ledger & Times
1130AN‘





































Murray Business News Briefs
THAT'S IT — That's It, located in the Olympic Plaza Shopping Center, held its grand
opening Friday, Nov. 16. The store features a complete line of men, women and children's
Levi apparel. The store has been open since Nov. 5. Pictured at the ribbon cutting ceremony
are from left ) Gedric Paschall, vice president at the Bank of Murray; James Johnson, ex-
ecutive vice president of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce; Dwight
Grace, store owner; and A. W. Simmons Jr., vice president of the Bank of Murray.




As the 1,979 tax year nears
its end, many individuals'
begin. to assemble cancelled
checks, bills and other in-
formation necessary .to
prepare their returns. One
Commonly asked question is
"will it be to my advantage to
Itemize deductions this
year?"
The Revenue Act of 1978.has
If You Own
a Farm...
We've Got the Shield
tot You
raised the .zero bracket
amount the amount by which
itemized deductinris • Must
exceed to- provide any tax
benefit ) to $3,400 for joint
• rns, $3,300 for single
ins, $1,700 for married
persons filing separately and
$2,300 for heads of households.
The old zero bracket amounts
were $3,200, $2,200, $1,600 and
$2,200 respectively.
Itemized deductions consist
of the following categories of
items:
— Medical and dental ex-
penses ( medicine and drugs to
the extent they exceed one
percent of adjusted gross
income and insurance
premiums in excess of $150
plus other medical and dental
expenses to the extent they
exceed three percent of ad-
justed gross income).
— Taxes, however gasoline




Casualty or theft losses,
subject to $100 deduction.
— Miscellaneous deductions




and newCOMers to our
community who haven't
had the opportunity to
establish their credit
are invited to stop in and
get acquainted with us.
by Bill Boyd We want to help.
As a Full Service bank, we offer all the financial




50% of the estate you leave
may never








estate Onend.ng on Is s.ze can be eaten A.,1•• '),•• taw.,
adm.n.Strat.ve tees and 1her settlemen. Bko a
. Pr u0enlfal EState Coeseryat,on Pan ,a, change, as Olt
JuSt call Pr ylential and a SneCoally framed aqt•nt lI
anfeyze the ys:ue of your estate and draw JD a Me ,nsuranre
plan that Yee pro,rfe the cash to cove, the orolected costs
of settlemert 'tow Agpnt ond also work wth y(1.0 attorney
accountant and trust nfhcey to help rnrn.zp tee la„,,
on your estate
The bottom he your ta-rt.ty WO end up ,stP, a tot more°,
the estate you want them to
have And that S a conservatron
plan ever von, ran agree or f&dfski
1•110..,110^, 1* fivfili hoo ltr)
Gene Landolt
Insurance Agency
104 N. 4th 753-8170
Gone IL George Lando!, Agents
organizations, etc.
If the total deductions ex-
ceed the zero bracket amount
it will be to the taxpayer's
benefit to itemize deductions
on Schedule A. If the total
deductions fall short of the
zero bracket amount' do not
despair, the tax rate schedules
and the tax tables are com-
puted after giving con-




At a regular- meeting
Thursday. Nov. 8, the Integon
Corp. Board of Directors
elected Carl A. Dull, Jr. chief
executive officer.
Dull will assume this title in
addition to the office of
president, which he has held
since June. J.E. Collette will
continue as chairman of the
board, as part of the orderly
transition of leadership.
In another action, the board
declared a regular quarterly
dividend of 12 cents a share,
payable December 10 to
shareholders of record
November 30. That is an in-
crease of one cent per share
from the previous dividend






major manufacturer of paper,
packaging and chemicals,
conducted a tour Oct. 22 of its
Wickliffe paper mill for its
board of directors. The
Wickliffe facility operates as
part of the company's Fine
Papers Division.
One of the directors in at-
tendance was Katherine G.
Peden, former Kentucky
Commissioner of Commerce.
Miss Peden, who was elected
to the Westvaco board in
November 1977, is currently
president of Katherine G.




As part of this year's tour,
the visiting Westvaco
directors had a firsthand look
at the energy conservation
significance of the plant's new
$23 million waste wood boiler
which will burn more than
1000 tons per day of bark and
other waste wood, including
biomass refuse reclaimed in
the forest after conventional
logging. David L. Luke III,
Westvaco president, said the
new boiler will reduce the
mill's dependence on fossil
fuels by the equivalent of 20
million gallons of oil per year.
In addition to inspecting the
new bark boiler, the Westvaco
directors toured the mill's
pulp and paper operations and
the various projects being
conducted for the company's
energy, environmental
protection and wood supply
programs.
Luke saki; "As we schedule
our monthly bovd meetings,
D and T — The grand opening of the D and T Warehouse Foods, on South 4th Street across
from the Murray Drive-In, was held at 8 a.m. Wednesday, Nov. 14. Murray Mayor Melvin B.
Henley cut a cash register receipt ribbon to open the facility. The store features brand name
products, Field meat products, health and beauty aids and household supplies. The owners
are Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Brandon and Mr. and Mrs. Frankie Hinton. It Is named for Danny
and Timothy Hinton. Pictured from left are (front row) Susan Oakley; Sandra McDonald;
Frankie Hinton; Timothy Hinton; Christy Hinton; James Johnson, executive vice president ̀
of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce; Mayor Melvin B. Henley; Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Bucy; Bill Boyd, president of the Peoples Bank; Brenda Brandon, Jackie
Brandon and Danny Hinton. (Back row) Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Brandon.
OLYMPIC VACUUM SALES — The grand opening ceremony for Olympic Vacuum Sales,
located in the Olympic Plaza Shopping Center, was held Friday, Nov. 16. The store features
sales, service and parts for all makes of vacuum cleaners. Pictured are (from left) Gedric
Paschall, vice president of the Bank of Murray; Jim Johnson, executive vice president of
the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce; and Gary and Arna Osman, store
owners.
Beshear Earns CLU Diploma
Ronald W. Beshear.
Assistant Regional Director of
Agencies, of the Northwestern
Mutual Life Insurance Co_ has
been awarded the CIT
(Chartered Life Underwriter'
diploma and professitia
designation by The American
College, Bryn Mawr, Penn-
sylvania. a fully accredited.
non-profit educational in-
stitution for the advancement
of learning and
professionalism in life in-
surance and related financial
sciences. The award Inas
made at the College's 52nd
Annual National Conferment
Exercises held October-1 -in
Phone Service
FRANKFORT — The state
Department of Commerce
small and minority business
development division now has
an in-state, toll-free telephone
number.
The number, 800-372-7162, is
for the use of any prospective
or operating small and
minority business in the state.
Floyd Taylor, director of the
small and minority business
development division, for-
merly the office of minim()
business enterprise, said
purpose of the toll-free
number is to help these
businesses gain access to the
governmental agencies that
can help solve their problems
New Orleans, Louisiana.
The American College
awards the CLU designation
to persons who successfully
coniplete the ten-course CI.0
curriculum and fulfill
stringent - experience and
ethical requirements. This
year more than 2,500 men and
women received the
designation, bringing to over
43,500 the number of persons
who have been awarded the
CLU since the College was
founded in 1927.
Beshear joined Nor-
thwestern Mutual Life, in 1971,
as a Special Agent in Murray.
As an agent he received
numerous awards including:
membership in the Million
Dollar Round Table, The
National Quality Award, The
National Sales Achievement
Award. He has both a
Bachelors and a Masters
Degree from Murray State
University and has been listed
in the publication, Out-
standing Young Men of
America.
LaMastus, Lee Attend Institute
Bob LaMastus, manager,
and Darryel Lee, assistant
manager, of the Credit BUreay
of Murray, Inc., recently




The 'annual institute is
sponsored by Associated
Credit Bureaus, Inc., the
national trade association
representing the 1,800 credit
beraus and 1,400 collection
service offices throughout the
country. It updates ineinber
executives on the most recent
managerial trends and
theories as well as on topics of
particular concern to the
industry.
This year, those topics in-
cluded credit and collection
legislation, business growth
Save 10 percent on
Allstate Homeowners
insurance for your
new home. If your house is
five years old, or less, you may qualify for
Allstate's "New House 10% Discount."'
et in on the savings.Give us a call and g


















The devastation caused by
flooding is something many
Kentucky communities,
regretfully, know all too well.
Flooding — the result of
several days o torrential
rains — raced through many
parts of the state last
December, inflicting sub-
stantial damage on homes and
businesses.
When floods occur, the
misery is compounded for
many people when they learn
that their homeowner's or
business policy has a flood
damage exclusion, said James
J. Ross, director of education
for the Independent Insurance
Agents of Kentucky.
Insurance companies have
been reluctant to offer flood
insurance because a very high
premium would have to be
charged to cover losses and
other expenses, he said.
The only option open to flood
victims as late as 1968, Ross
noted, was to "seek federal
disaster assistance. Congress,
though, alarmed at the steady
intrease in these flood-related
disaster loans, that year
created the National Flood
Insurance Program (NFIP).
"In essence, the NFIP is
designed to replace disaster
assistance with an insurance
program which over the long
run may prove to be self-
supporting," said Ross.
The insurance, however, is
—made available only in those
communities that have
acknowledged that they do
have flood problems and
promise to carefully watch
over future development in
flood areas.
Across the country more
than 16,000 communities have
enrolled in the NFIP, in-
cluding 229 in Kentucky. More
than 1.6 million people and
businesses in these par-
ticipating communities have
purchased policies totaling
more than $63 billion, Ross
said.
Kentucky ranks 16th in the
country with 20,811 policies in
force for more than $579
million.
Once a community's ap-
plication for the NFIP is
approved by the Federal
Insurance Administration, the
government agency that
oversees the program, the









Attendance this year in-
cluded approximately 143
association executives from
coast to coast and Canada.
LaMastus received a cer-
tificate of completion for
Advanced Management and
Lee received a certificate of
completion for Management I
at a graduation banquet held
Wednesday, Oct. 31
Under this phase a sci
amount of insurance
available at standard .imacs.
For example, a homeon (ler
could purchase up to $35.000
his home at a rate of 25 cents
per $100 4,f coverage, or $88 ft's
one year. Contents covera:!,
also is available up to $10.00i.
at a rate of 35 cents per $100 ot
coverage.
Conimercial properties and
their contents also can be
insured but have different
amounts of coverage
available and different rates
per $100 of coverage - 40
cents on building and 75 cents
on contents.
During the initial phase.
Ross said, the federal
government works on a
detailed study of the com-
munity to pinpoint the degree
of flood problems. The study,
done at no cost, serves as the
basis for a community's
conversion to the Regular
Prograni.
The " Regular . Program
nt,akes substantially more
insurance coverage available
and the rates reflect the actual
degree of hazard involved,
Ross noted.
For example, the owner of a
commercial building located
high on a hill would pay a
lower premium than the
owner of a similar structure
located on a river bank.
"That the NFIP is ac-
complishing the task set forth
for it by Congress can be seen
by the loss figures for the past
two years," said Ross.
Last year more than $147
million was paid out in
claims; the final figures for
1979 are expected to be clone to
$200 million in claims. In
Kentucky this year more than
1,000 claims have been filed
and nearly $8 million paid out.
Flood insurance can be




THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market direction was
downward. Leading gainers:
Ashland Oil (NYSE) to 311'.,
from 331-2; Humana, (NYSE),
to 3231 from 305N; Texas Gas
Transmission (NYSE), to 233-m
from 22710; Biggest declines:
JerriCo (OTC), to 1638 from
18; Kentucky Utilities
(NYSE), to 181 M from 19'i;
liberty National Bank (OTC),
to 28 from 29.
 We'
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As Americans confront one
economic crisis after; another,
they cannot help but become
more knowledgeable about
their economic systerh. It is no
longer true, as cynics used to
say, that when your neighbor is
. out of work, it is a recession but
when you are out of work, it is a
depression.
Americans know better.
• When half their federal
revenues must be devoted to in-
come transfer payments —
,• about $250 billion a year for
,• Social Security, jobless
. benefits, welfare, public works,
etc. — all citizens obviously
have a direct interest in
whether the breadwinner next
door is employed.
This learning experience, bit-
ter as it may be, also helps ex-
plain why Americans, in the
last year, have shown a sharp
increase in their support of new
taxing concepts. Recent public
opinion polls reveal they not on-
ly favor reductions in their- in-
dividual income taxes but in
corporate taxes, particularly in
the form of tax incbntives that
will enable business to expand
and create jobs.
This is the taxing principle
behind a new proposal — the
Capital Cost Recovery Act of
1979 — gaining strong support
on Capitol Hill and from such
organizations as the Chamber
of Commerce of the United
States. Four to $5 trillion is
needed over the next 10 years
for new equipment and
' machinery to generate new
jobs and increase productivity.
The U. S. Chamber points out
that lagging productivity is an
important factor in today's
high rate of inflation. Without
greater investment in job-
making facilities, the nation
can not turn the tide against
either inflation or unemploy-
ment.
Where to get the money?
The largest single potential
source of capital funds consists
of deductions from taxes that
business is entitled to take to
write off or recover the cost of
capital investment — buildings,
equipment, machinery, etc.
But the present system allow-
ing bAsiness to take deductions
for capital investment is ar-
chaic, extremely complex and
badly in need of reform. It is
based mainly on a system that
attempts to categorize about
10,000 different types of assets
Bible Thought
For by one Spirit are we all bap-
tized into one body. 1 Corinthians
12:13.
We may have differing name tags
down here as Christians, in heaven
we will all be "united brethren"! -
T POl.ITICIAN.
As a service to our readers, The
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
Murray Ledger & Times
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121
Here are the mailing addresses
Sen. Walter Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
1) C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirkseri Building
Washington, I) (' 20510
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg
Washington, 1). C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators :nay be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in setsion by dialing 1-
56472500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of • state legislators
serving Calloway County are -
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Ithute 7
vf le1(1. y. 42064
and to place an estimate on
their useful life. The assets then
may be written off over
estimated useful life. But this
list of 10,000 became outmoded,
and in ,1971 a list of
"guidelines" was issued per-
mitting companies to choose a
"useful life" within a range 20
percent higher or 20 percent
lower than suggested
guidelines. Clearly, useful life
is difficult to pin down.
Even worse, perhaps, is the
system's failure to account for
inflation, which may cause
American business and in-
dustry to lose $19 billion in
deductions for 1978 alone. As
explained recently by Edwin S.
Cohen, a Washington lawyer
and chairman of the Chamber's
Taxation Committee, the ex-
isting depreciation rules permit
a write-off only of the actual
cost of an asset and not the
rapidly increasing costs of
replacing the facilities. "As
plant and equipment wear out
or become outmoded," said
Cohen, -they must be replaced
by riew assets that inevitably
are more expensive because of
the ravages of inflation."
The complexity of the present
system also is a serious
drawback because many small
businesses find it too difficult
and costly to use. The Treasury
Department says that while 92
percent of taxpayers with $1
billion or more in depreciable
assets elect to use the system,
only a fraction of 1 percent of
businesses with assets of
$500,000 or less attempted it.
The basic change in the pro-
posed legislation would
streamline and speed up the
capital cost recovery system,
mainly by allowing in-
vestments and buildings to be
written off over 10 years, equip-
ment and machinery in five
years, and automobiles, taxis
and light-duty trucks in three
years.
The Chamber estimates
nearly 200,000 new jobs and a
boost in the Gross National Pro-
duct — our annual output in
goods and services—of $12
billion in constant dollars would
result from enactment of the
proposal, all by 1984 when the
law would be fully in effect.
As first one, then another
counter-measure against infla-
tion fails, the citizenry is
becoming aware that new solu-
tions to our problems must be
explored. Congress °should
make the same discovery.
Letter To The Editor
Thanks
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to
express my gratitude to all those in-
dividuals who supported me with their
time and efforts during my campaign
for Lieutenant Governor.
As Lieutenant Governor, my office
will be open to all Kentuckians and I
look forward to the task of serving each
one of you.
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Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin
Kentucky Lake
Have you ever driven across
Eggner's Ferry.-bridge and tried to
imagine (or remember) what the area
which is now Kentucky Lake looked like
before the lake was impounded? !hive,
and apparently so have other persons.
The building of a lake as large as
Kentucky and Barkley Lake is a
gigantic undertaking, *from the time
when the engineers begin plotting the
actual size of the prospective lake, on
through moving all the residents who
occupy that land, to the actual flooding
of the lake.
Although there were many aspects of
the construction of Kentucky Lake of
which I know nothing, I did learn quite
a bit about the cemetery relocation
aspect of this project. This area is of
interest to genealogy buf fs, especially
those who do not live around here. Just
imagine what it would feel like to come
to Calloway County from somewhere
else with the express purpose of lear-
ning more about your ancestors — let's
say your grandparents lived at old
Newburgh. So you have decided to visit
their old home and read the tombstones
in the community cemetery. But when
you get there, you discover that there is
no longer any Newburgh — nor is there
any cemetery now.
Even though it would appear that you
have hit a dead end, thanks to the
foresight of the planners c the lake
project, you have not. When the graves
were removed and relocated before the
lake was impounded, a careful record
was made of each grave — even those
without headstones — and you can find
out where your grandparents' graves
were moved to. Moreover, chances are
good that when you go into these
records, you can also learn who was
buried in the graves which were un-
marked by stones.
The buAding of the dam which holds
back theNaters of Kentucky Like took
six years to complete; work was
discontinued for almost a year because
of World War II. It was finally com-
pleted in September, 1944. The lake
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed bS• the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor. The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32. Murray, Ky. 42071
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at- The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to Apt
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discuss,ed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
itself covers 417,650-acres, touching on
and affecting ten counties intennessee
and Kentucky. •
In all, 3390 graves were molved, along
with 587 monuments; this gives you
some idea of how many unmarked
graves there were.
Disinterments were made from 126
cemeteries; many more were surveyed
and recorded because the waters of
Kentucky Lake cut off access to these
burial places.
The first cemetery to be moved was
the Vogel Cemetery, located in Lyon
County at the old Star Lime Works. It
was necessary to move these graves
ahead of schedule so that limestone
could be cut for the construction of the
dam.
Attempts were made to contact all
relatives who had people buried in
these cemeteries. This was done for a
couple of reasons: the first was so that
they could execute either removal or
remain permits for all the persons
moved The other reason was to at-
tempt to discover what the people
buried there died of. This was
necessary in order to comply with
health department regulations.
According to the health code, anyone
who had died within a certain number
of years (approximately 5-10) of such
diseases as typhoid, anthrax or yellow
fever, warranted special handling. In
these cases, the bodies were wrapped in
specially treated material, in order to
prevent the spreading of these diseases.
TVA also mapped each of the old
cemeteries, showing the locations of all
graves, marked and unmarked. They
also plotted the reinterment
cerfieteries, showing all graves.
A few years ago, I gathered up this
material and recorded it in a book
entitled The Kentucky Lake Cemetery
Relocation Project, for the use of those
who are looking for ancestors who may
have been moved from that area.
Although up until a few years ago all
these records were kept at the TVA
office in Paris, Tennessee, they have
since been moved to the main office c(
Chattanooga. Anyone who would like to
write to them for more information can
do so at the following address: Ten-
nessee Valley Authority, Maps and





The message of universal
brotherhood, common to many major
world religions, found a clear ex-
pression in Christian scriptures in these
words of Christ in the seventeenth
chapter of John's gospel:
I pray that they may all be one, 0
Father! May they be in us, just as













Mrs. Sylvia Atkins has retired from
her position as social worker with the
Kentucky Department of Child Welfare
after 171,2 years of service.
Deaths reported include Thomas
Haywood Lawrenee, 96, Oscar Skinner,
and Mrs. Evelyn V. Smith Barron, 33.
Charles Steve Sexton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles D. Sexton, is serving with
the United States Army at Fort Mon-
mouth. N. J. •
Patricia Ann Schroeder and Virginia
20 Years Ago
The mercury in Calloway County
thermometers dipped to 10 Last night
and weathermen predict the mercury
will go near the zero mark tonight.
Douglas Shoemaker will be the
toastmaster for the community supper
to be held Nov. 19 by the Hazel High
School Parent-Teacher Association.
A District Boy Scout meeting will be
held tonight at the Calloway Couxty
Health Center, according to Tin
Hogancamp, district chairman.
Jan Elder and Renee Lee. wt1e
30 Years Ago
Ed F. Settle has been named as the
1950 March of Dimes Campaign
Chairman for Calloway County by Gabe
B. Taylor, Kentucky March of Dimes
Chairman.
The Kirksey Church of Christ will
hold a gospel meeting Nov. 20 to 27 with
Paul Hall as the speaker. The church
has just completed its new brick
building.
Prizes totaling $615 will be awarded
Nov. 19 to growers of prize dark fired
and burley tobacco at the West Ken-
tucky Tobacco Show to be held at
Mayfield. Tobacco growers in nine
40 Years Ago
The Murray Lions Club received its
official charter from Lions Inter-
national when U. District Gov. Preston
C. Haynes of Bowling Green made the
presentation at the charter night dinner
held Nov. 14 at the Murray High School
gymnasium.
Deaths reported this week include
Laverne Rattaree, Elizabeth Crouse,
19, Carlos Crouch, 52, William Finis
Clark, 60, Elmo Wall, J. H. Bell, 70,
Shelby Davis, Jeretta Stubblefield, 5,
Thomas H. Swift, 76, Mrs. Rhoda Jane
Roberts, 85,_and Mrs. Lucy B. Smith.
Prof. Guy W. Sarvis of Ohio Wesleyan
University was the second speaker on
the Murray Rotary Club's Institute of
International Understanding held Nov.
16 at the Murray State College
auditorium. His subject was "The
Situation In The Far East."
The. Rev. J. H. Thurman has been
named as pastor of the Oak Grove
Baptist Church.
The Young Democratic Club, Hiram
Tucker, president, held a celebration
50 l'ears Ago
The West Kentucky Clay Company
has recently been formed by a group of
local operators including Tom L.
McElrath, Roy W. Boatwright, S. T.
Howard, John Rowlett, and C. A. Hord.
The Murray Loose Leaf Floors will
hold their opening sale of the 1929
tobacco season on Dec. 3. Local floors
are Farmer's, Veal's, and Outland's.
Deaths reported include Thomas E.
Garland, Mrs. N. A. Frazier, George
McDaniel, 77, James P. Jones, Mrs.
George Diuguid, R. L. Venable, 54, and
C. A. Barton.
The 45th annual meeting of the First
District Education Associationswill be
held Nov. 29 and 30 at Murray State
Teachers College with Dr. Rainey T.
Wells to deliver the weleoming address.
More than 100 hunting licenses have
been issued from the office of the
Camay County Court Clerk within the
past 10 days as hunters prepare for the
ppening of the quail season.
Today In History
Today is Saturday. Nov. 17, the 32In
day of 1919. There are 44 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1869, the Suez Candi
opened, linking the Mediterranean and
Red seas.
On this date:
In 1558, Queen Mary of England died
and was succeeded by Elizabeth I.
In 1604, Sir Walter Raleigh was put un
trial for treason. in England
In 1745, French and Indian forces
attacked Saratoga, N.Y.
In 1880, for the first time, Congress
convened in the new Capitol building -
even though it still wasn't finished.
In 1977, Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat formally accepted Israel's in-
vitation to visit.
Ten years ago: The United States and
Soviet Union opened preliminary
Srategic Arms Limitation Talks in
Helsinki.
Five years ago: President Gerald
Ford started an eightday trip to East
Asia.
Today's birthdays: Actor Rock
Hudson is 54. Baseball star Torn Seaver
is 35.
Thought for today: It is harder to
preserve than to obtain liberty. — John
Calhoun (1782-1850)
Rose Schroader have enlisted in the
Women's Air Force and will go to
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas, for
training.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Wyatt of Kirksey
Route I celebrated their 66th wedding
anniversary with an open house on Oct
24.
Births reported include a girl,
Rebecca Marie, to Mr. and Mrs
Kenneth Wolf on Nov. 14.
honored at a joint party held in
celebration of their first birthdays with
their mothers, Mrs. Charles Elder and
Mrs. Bill Lee, as hostesses.
I.. D. Cathey and Bill Wyatt had high
individual games in bowling in the
Murray Merchants League at Corvette
Lanes.
The Murray Knights beat Story
Construction 85 to 69 in a basketball
game in the Independent League at
Sharpe. Don Williams led the Murray
scoring with 18 points.
Kentucky counties and three Tennessee
counties are eligible to participate in
the show.
Sgt. Billy J. Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lowell Jones, is serving at the
Elgin Air Force Base near Pensacola,
Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Finis Futrell observed
their golden wedding annivershry on
Nov. 6. They reside on the New Concord
Road.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Secret Garden" starring
Margaret O'Brien and Herbert " Mar-
shall.
banquet on Nov. 15 at the National
Hotel.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Wear oo
Nov. 14.
Mrs. Ida Gilbert was honored at a
party on her 84th birthday.
Cody Adams, Walter Grugett, Junior
Brazen, H. B. Riley. Charles A. Lamb,
Robbie Youngblood, Anna Fay Adams,
and Violet Rogers are members of the
cast of the play, "Always In Trouble,"
to be presented Nov. 25 by the high
school students at Coldwater Junior
High School.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Boone attended
the Kentucky State Cleaning Con-
vention held Nov. 12 at Louisville.
Howell M. Forgy is pastor of the First
Presbyterian Church.
Grapefruit is listed as selling for
three for 10 cents in the ad for Tolley &
Carson this week.
"Babes In Arms" starring Mickey
Rooney and Judy Garland is showing at
the Varsity Theatre.
Approximately 350 licenses have been
issued this year.
The Murray Woman's Club held its
business meeting on Nov. 15 at the
home of Ruth Sexton with the Delta
Department as the host group.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Oren Keys on Nov. 8.
Cleo Allbritten of Murray has been
elected as editor-in-chief of the annual
at Murray State Teachers College.
Other staff members include Wells
Overbey, Hal Houston, Agnes Johns,
Mildred Beale, and Ann Elizabeth
Randolph.
Judge Ira D. Smith and Circuit Clerk •
George S. Hart attended an American
Legion meeting held Not.,,,,12 in
Mayfield.
N. P. Hutson advertised that he had
"A Car of Ohio River Salt Priced To
Sell."
Beef rib roast is listed as selling for
121/ cents per pound in the ad for Strait
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THE ACES•RA G CORN JR
Delay has always been
injurious to those who are
prepared' I.ucan
West as not prepared
for his crucial discard in the
• play of today's interesting
game And his delay in
choosing one gave declarer
the vital clue he needed.
Declarer was Ralph Katz
of Steubenville. Ohio, who
captured the 1979 Life Mas-
ters Pairs Championship
partnered by Ken Schutze of
Huntsville, Texas. The
, results of this hand helped
the pair on to their presti-
gious victory
Katz got a nice lead up to
his diamond A-Q and he now
had 10 top tricks I 1 1 if he
guessed dub correctly and
not played hearts?. Howev-
er, in pairs - contests, the
overtricks are most impor-
tant and declarer swelled
his total to 12. Here's how
he did it
At trick two, a low heart
went to dummy's queen and
East's ace and the diamond
return knocked out South's
ace. Four rounds of spades
were cashed, followed by a
club to declarer's king and a
club to dummy's ace
Dummy's last spade was
cashed, reducing everyone
to three cards.
East held on to the J-9 of
hearts and the- club queen
(no choice and declarer
threw his 10 of clubs, leav-
ing hirri with K-10-7 of
hearts Now it was West's
turn West studied for some
• time and reluctantly parted
with a small- heart This left
him with the heart eight and
the K- i'0 of. diamonds.
West's problem was- not
lost to declarer.. He led
dummy's last heart and
boldly finessed his 10. The
heart king dropped East's
jack and declarer's last
heart won the last trick.
How did declarer know he
should have finessed in
hearts" He reasoned that
West would not delay about






































Opening lead: Four of dia-
monds
in fact had held it. He would
have discarded quickly and
smoothly .so as not to give
the show away. Since he
didn't play quickly, he
couldn't have the heart jack
and declarer earned himself
a huge top, -
Who says psychology and






• I/ A J94
• J86
• Q J 54
North South
I • I NT
2 NT
ANSWER: Three no trump.
North's raise is invitational
and' South has more than
enough to accept.
_
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
DO Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225.
with self eddressed, stamped envelope
for reply




RIB EYE cezze„ FISH
STEAK • 0,=4 *PLATTER
$3.49 $1.99
Platters Inc ludr Baked Potato or I Melt h Ines &
Stockade Toast
All You Can F!...al SOUP 'n SALAD BAR }usa 99< with meal
Kids' Menu Items. only 99l.
=LORI
• Quality that keeps you comm n' back.•





By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB I hope
you can help me My hair will
only grow to a Certain length
and then the scalp starts itch-
ing and the hair just breaks
off down to the scalp. I don't
have dandruff Can you tell
me what might be wrong and
what I can do?
DEAR READER — Your
description is a bit sketchy
but it sounds to rue like you
ought to see a dermatologist.
You may have a condition
that we call trichorrhexis
nodosa. There are many vari-
ations of this disorder, but
what that long technical term
really means is that- the hair
breaks easily. It may tend to
break very close to the scalp
or at a specified distance
along the hair • shaft. In this
condition the hair shaft itself
is defective. It's sometimes
seen in people who straighten
their hair or it can be seen in
a person who has worn a
tight-fitting cap for long peri-
ods of time. The area involved
may look like it's had a brush
cut-
If the hair is injured in that
way, it needs to be handled
very gently. No heat should be
applied to the hair of any sor
and you should avoid using
different kinds of chemicals
such as might be encounterei;
in bleaching agents or even
certain dandruff medications.
Only a wide tooth combi
should be used to avoid break-
ing the hair.
With gentle . treatment it
may recover in two to four
years. That's quite a— long
time. That's why I- think it's
worth seeing a dermatologist
to re if he can 'determine
what really is causing your
problem and help you. Mean-
while, I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 12-6.
Hair Care. It will give you
general information on hair
and factors that affect it.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it. Send your
request to me, in care of . this
newspaper. P.O. Box 15:
Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
daughter, age 39, called last
night. She found a doctor who
told her why her hands are
nearly _always cold and red.
He says she has Raynaud's
d'isease. This probably
explains the infection she's
had several times at the base
of her fingernails. I'm fright-
ened. The doctor told her she
could lose her hand if she was
caught in a snow storm in the
mountains. Please tell me
what this disease is.
DEAR READER --
. Raynaud's disease is associat-
ed with severe spasm of the
arteries and it commonly
affects the hands and fingers,
although it can 'affect the nose
:Ind face. The attacks are par-
ticularly apt to be caused by
exposure to cold.
Many doctors advise
patients with this problem to
be particularly careful to
avoid cold exposure of the
FIREWOOD
Many homeowners in the Tennessee Valley are using wood
burning stoves and fireplaces to cut electricity bills, provide
additional heat, and conserve energy. Burning dry wood has
several advantages. It burns with very little smoke, starts
relatively easily, gives quick heat, and has fewer ashes than
coal, another popular home heating fuel. Wood ashes contain
potash and can be used as a fertilizer in the garden.
Before buying firewood, be familiar with what a "cord" an-
dC"rick" are, or you might pay double or ever triple the nor-
mal price and end up with a smaller quantity.
Regardless of the type of heating, make sure your home is
well insulated and windows are sealed to keep the heating
dollar inside where it belongs. Through local power
distributors, TVA officers interest free loans for insulation
improvements and for the purchase of wood burning equip-
ment. For a free insulation check, contact your local power
distributor. For other tips on conserving energy and saving
money on electric bills, write TVA Information Office, Knox-
ville, TN 37902,
Murray Electric System
401 Olive — — 753-5312
entire body and keep the
hands warm at all times. If
there's any reason they have
to go outside and possibl%
touch anything that's cold
they should wear warm glove
to avoid direct contact. An
example here would be a col,
steering wheel.
I could offer one simple
home remedy. During such
attacks she could whirl her
arms. You swing the arms in a
360-degree circle like a soft-
ball pitcher swinging his arm
for the pitch. They should be
swung at approximately 80
cycles per minute, which is
pretty fast. It's important to
keep the elbows straight all
the way through the swing
and be sure that the fingers
are straight and not curled.
The centrifugal force causes
blood to be forced into the tips
of the fingers and this may
abort an attack. This proce-
dure is often used by skiers to
help warm their hands.
• on-
First graders at Robertson are not only learning about the culture of Germany, they arealso learning to speak German. The students of Sandy Cantrell spent one period recentlylearning to sing "0 Christmas Tree" in the original language. Ms. Lori DelBuono, mother ofone of the students and a certified German teacher, is the % olunteer instructor. She is shownabove with Michelle Scott.
OPEN IIMLY 9-9 SUNDAY 12-8
SUN MON. TUES.
•
Si 0.0 Ann onianaon Is Own over, 011•••••••
io•on on Oen* Ow eno Anne.Pt so •II•••••••
own • novo •••••••• pomannon WORM
MOWN.. MO. SI ••• imonno• as
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Our lovely flowing robes include
snap- and zip-front styles, patch













Our Reg. 9.97. Heavy-duty steel




if Our Reg. 12.97
Men's Net-lined Rubber Pac
Tough 9-eyelet green rubber waterproof boots
for all watery or lippery surfaces. Steel shank.
Copyright 1979 hy f< rn a r Crlqmanry,
Double
Insulated
*Black & Decker 9
Standard 3.4" Single-speed Drill
General-puipo:,  '•, eo!h 120G RPM










Track with 2 Hot Not For Use With
Wheels' cars All Hot Wheels'
Disc game will test
your wit'
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Whistling Teakettle




Du Pont' acrylic, 4-ply yarn is
machine washable Colors









soi, ',Our 4.97. Polyester cot-
ton cover Polyester fill
Soft medium or firm
2 $3For Sale Price
Sealed Beams
6014 High/Low Light... 1.88
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Gene Starks, right, was the successful bidder on the commemorative Ducks
Unlimited 12 gauge gun of the year. There were only 2000 of these
Weatherly—Patrician II shotguns made to make this a butiful collectors item.
Dick Cunningham, left, was the successful bidder on the customiled Remington 870
12 gauge shotgun offered b the chter.
Elizabeth Marquardt, Murray, left, proudly accepts this
Harrington & Richardson single shot 20 gauge shotgun
from Charlie McKenney. This was the first year green
wings were eligible to win a gun as a door prize. This
green wing edition, was donated by Harrington & Richar-
dson to the national chapter, which made the gun
available to the local chapter.
Sonya Bucy was the winner of the 3" magnum shotgun
which was given as a door prize also.
1111
C R. Valentine was the successful bidder of the ATC 110
three wheeler donated by the American Honda Motot
and the local Overby Honda.














founded in 1937 to help restore
and rehabilitate prime
waterfowl breeding grounds in
Canada, where over 70 per-
cent of North America's
waterfowl are hatched. These
grounds were nearly
destroyed as a result of the
sudden and massive westward
expansion of civilization after
World War I and the sub-
sequent draining and
cultivation of the land. , The
, severe drought of the 1930s
also contributed to the decline
of continental waterfowl
populations.
Since its inception DU has
completed over 1,500 wetland
restoration projects. These
projects have benefitted man
as well by creating a
stabilized water supply for
agriculture, industry and
municipalities. More than
$88,000,000 has. been raised in
DU's- forty-one year history,
$68,000,000 of Which has been
spent on wetland im-
provement and management
This means that almost 80
cents of every dollar con-







285,000, many of whom have
been enrolled by the over 1,200
DU chapters nationwide. DU's
C-reenwing program, initiated
in 1973 for boys and girls under.
the age of 18. now boasts
membership of well over 1
20,000.
DU has reserved almost
3,000,000 habitat acres which
provide nearly 11,000 miles of
vital nesting shoreline for
waterfowl, while at the same
time offering refuge to hun-
dreds of other species of
wildlife. In 1978 DU raised
over $16,000,000 for +wetland
habitat restoration and, as a
r.esult of a 5-year fund-raisin4
goal established in 1976, must
raise $68,000,000 by 1981 to
accelerate wetland
restoration work in Canada
Your contribution to DU is a
vital link in the chain of
dollars that are reaching the
habitat areas of NorthA
America's waterfowl
resource.
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NOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
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Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
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Alaskan Lands Part II
Congress Will Decide The Issue
IEDITOR'S NOTE: The
following is the second of a two
part series on the current
debate over Alaskan land use
policy. Lakeland Outdoors
columnist Wade Bourne
recently spent eight days
touring the state, talking to
the various interest groups,
and prying into the com-
plicated issue of how Alaska's
beauty and resources will be
preserved. The first part of
the series contained a
description of the state and a
history of the Alaskan Native
Claims Settlement Act, the
1971 act, which led to the
current debate.)
My brother works for an.od
company in Houston, Texas,
andlkhen we get together it's
normal to debate the -big oil"
versus clean environment
issue. My opinion of big in-
dustry in gener,a1 has been one
of men • motivated by profit
only, arid-nothing else matters
-- including proper care for
the land, animals or whatever
else gets in the' way.
That's why I was interested.
and perhaps apprehensive,
about seeing the Prudhoe Bay
facility. That's the North
Slope oil field development
carved into a fragile land on
the banks of the Arctic Ocean.
We landed at Prudhoe at
night and stepped off the plane
into a dark, howling blizzard.
We got on a bus, and the driver
missed the exit ramp and
drove into a deep ditch — not a
good start for my first visit in
the Arctic. But a good meal
and rest helped matters
considerably.
The next morning the
twenty writers on the tour met
with Angus Gavin, one of the
foremost naturalists of our
time. Gavin works for the
Atlantic Richfield Company
as their North Slope en-
vironmental biologist.
Gavin gave a slide
presentation about the
Prudhoe field and how ex-
treme precautions were taken.
to protect the site from ad-
verse ecological damage.
Yes, Gavin explained,
pipelines and buildings and
roads didn't add to the area's
beauty. But neither were they
damaging to the North Slope
environment. The caribou
herd has increased since the
oil field was developed. So
have waterfowl and small
game populations in the area.
And the Prudhoe site is
pinpoint small compared to
the vast acreage of Alaska. It
covers a ten-mile radius in a
land three-times..,the size of
Texas.
The problem? Oil interests
would like to explore in
another area like Prudhoe
A flight through Alaska's mountains offers spectacular scenery and a look it some of the
world's best dall sheep range. But this area, slated to become Gates of the Arctic National
Park under legislation pending in Washington, would be closed to sport bunting if the bill
passes. This mountain range is part of more than 100 million Alaskan acres proposed for
federal land management.
down the Arctic coast, but that
land is presently set aside in a
vast holding, a national
monument. and no exploration
is allowed.
Nor is bunting allowed. Nor
trapping. This area, and some
hundred million acres like it
across Alaska have been
sealed from resource use of
any kind. That's where the
terni "Alaskan land grab"
came from, and proposed
legislation has caused hunters.
and trappers to band together
with big oil, mining interests.
politicians and most common
citizens of the 49th state to
oppose what they see as a
federal ripoff.
Pending in the Senate
As I wrote last week. the
U.S. Senate is debating Bill 5-
9. its version of Alaskan land
use policy. The House of
Representatives earlier
passed H.R. 39, a bill that
Alaskans feel is much too
,restrictive in terms of land
use.
S-9 will probably be less
restrictive in how much land
is withdrawn and how the land
will be used. Lobbyists for
both sides are hard at work
trying to persuade senators to
see and vote the issue ac-
cording to their interests. The
Senate bill proposes less
acreage in national parks,
more in preserves, recreation
areas, national forests and
conservation areas. The
Senate proposal affects 96.5
million acres, whereas the
House bill deals with 127.5
- million acres.
What Alaskans Want '
•Alaskans, from my . ob-
servations, feel they can take.
care of their own land. Most




Scope & Sight Installation 4
41/2 Wes East of Murray
On Hwy. 280 (Pottortown Rd.)
436-2505
Alaskans are there because tit
the beauty and abundance of
the natural resources, and
they're quick to point out that
they'll be the first to protect
them. But what good are the
resources if they can't be used
and enjoyed?
Alaskans argue that, with
millions of acres taken away
from the hunter, pressure will
build in those areas where
hunting remains open. Now.'
healthy populations of moose,
bear and caribou would be
over-hunted, while animals in
protected areas would become
over-populated. Keep the
pressure spread out and
carefully regulated, Alaskans
argue, and the game will
continue to thrive as it has in
the past.
The Alaska Department of
Fish and • Game wants
authority to manage its native
wildlife. They're professionals
who're in Alaska for the long
term. On the other hand, U.S.
Fish and WildlifIr personnel
who will manage animals on
the new national ranges serve
tours in the 49th state and then
go back to the lower 48. The
Alaska Department of Fish
and Game sees this lack of
continuity and personnel
turnover as detrimental to a
long-terni understanding of
management of arctic and
sub-arctic game populations.
.Subsistence hunting is yet
another controversy. Natives
in rural Alaska may be
allowed to enter the federal
lands to hunt for food while
sport hunters (who also
depend on a winter's supply of
nitoisei will be turned out.
j'his sticks in their craws.
Guiding sport hunters is a
way of life for many Alaskans.
It's all important segment of
the economy. Depending on
how the land use issue is
settled, many guides will be
put out of, business, their
hunting ranges included in the
new national monuments. .
lit ians -are saying
their state's resiiurces must
be protected, but they must
also be carefully used. Failure
to do otherwise, they argue,
would severely depress the
state's economy. Evidence of
this is already seen in the first
year of withdrawals. This
comes on the heels of the
contnletion. If the Alaska
pipeline and an end to tht:
Noon of the mid-70's.
The list could go on, and
individual wants and opinions
are almost limitless. But the
common thread among most •
Alaskans is that current land
use proposal are too
restrictive.
My Opinions
I agree with the Alaskans.
and I do so in best en-
vironmental conscience. To
preserve for 'a reason is one
thing, but to preserve only in
the name of preservation is
another. Alaska's scenery and
game populations and
resources seemed to me to be
in pretty good shape after so
many years of state
nianagement. -
I might not be so quick to
take sides if I'd heard only the
pro-oil or prop-politics version
of the controversy. But the
story is the same wherever
you go. In the fishing lodge at
Kulik, at the remote village of
Beetles, in the homes of
average citizens in Anchorage
and Fairbanks and Ketchikan.
all Alaskans want more
control over their destinies.
I'm for CAREFUL multi-
use of Alaska's resources: If
the oil fields can be developed
with the same controls- and
delicacy of the Prudhoe
operation, and in light of our
need for petroleum, I say go
ahead. Alaska Won't be buried
Under one giant oil spill.
I say reword the Senate bill
to change proposed national
parks into preserves or
refuges where hunting can
continue. I say let' the
Alaskans manage their own
fish and wildlife resources,
under a federal watchdog if
neceskiry, but they should
kill .w through experience
what's best in their state.
Conclusion
Doubtless the Alaskan land
use debate VI c,untinue for
Vears. Sonic law will be
passed in the future, and
residents 4 Alaska are willing
to see reasohabie tracts set
aside in various categories of
land use.
They have the biggest stake
in what the Congress decides,
and they don't feel they're
getting a fair shake. I've been









































































John Cathey, Murray, was hunting near Lynnville when
he shot this 8 point buck.
••••
Buddy Windsor, Murray, brought in this 16 point buck
November 12, while hunting near Protemus.
Jerry McClain, Murray, came in early Wednesday mor-
ning from his hunt in the LBL with this 10 point buck
Hwy. 641 North
 4,4 A







should find improved con-
ditions in most sections of the
state when this year's small
game season opens Nov. 15,
according to an annual survey
conducted by the game
management division of the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources.
However, quail numbers are
still below axerage, the result
of two severe winters which
caused high mortality, par-
ticularly in areas with poor or
• M11.--•••••-•
marginal habitat.
August sightings of quail
the western portions of
Kentucky were up 41.2 Percent
over last year, the survey
shows. Eastern Kentucky
scored a 40 percent gain, while
the west-central portion of the
state showed an increase of
11.4 percent.
The Bluegrass was the only
region to show a decrease.
August sightings were down
27.5 percent from a year ago.
These results are from a
survey in which cooperating
rec..
rural mail carriers record the
number of quail and rabbits
they see on their regular
routes. Separate figures are
kept in June, July and August.
Comparing results from year
to year gives biologists an
index of population changes.
"The June sightings were
low this year," says Ben'
Burnley, the wildlife biologist
in charge of collecting and
tabulating the quail figures for
this survey. "But the big in-





COLUMBUS, Ohio tAP, — I
recently returned from a
bowhunting trip for whitetail
deer, an experience that
reminded me of the fact. that




There is a connection. I did
not get a deer; most fall
fishermen do pretty well when
it comts to filling a stringer.
Perhaps I should have wet a
line instead.
To most people who enjoy
the pursuit of finny critters,
the arrival of spring means
it's time to get out the fishing
gear. These sportsmen and
women enjoy themselves
through the warmer weather,
catch some fish and when the
first cool breezes start to blow,
put their rods, reels and lures
away and turn their attention
to other things.
That's a mistake. Because
in the fall the big fish are
biting.
Why -fish in the fall? "Well,
to begin, it's biologically
sound," said veteran angler
Ottie Snyder, associate editor
Of Ohio Fisherman and Great
Lakes Fisherman magazines.
The Columbus native has
put in a not insignificant
amount of time chasing fish
primarily throughout the
Midwest, but also in the South,
the East and the West.
Snyder knows fish and
fishing and, while not a
biologist himself, he has spent
a good long time studying the
habits of those denizens of the
, deep.
"The reason it's
biologiocally sound to fish in
the fall is that they are on a
feeding spree," Snyder said.
"They're trying to stock up for
the winter when the
metabolism slows down."
Much of the food eaten by
freshwater fish is-going to be
gone once the solidly cold
weather sets in. "The
terrestrials insects) are
gone, frogs hibernate...they
realize that the meal ticket's
not going to be around much
longer," Snyder said.
"On the average, you catch
more large fish in the fall
because that's when the big
fish are biting," said Snyder.
There are other reasons for
fi4hing in the cool of agtumn.
Colder water usually means
firmer, tastier meat because
those hard working fish are in'
top shape.
There are few changes
necessary for the angler who
fishes in the fall of the year.
Heavier clothes to ward off the
November chill come to mind.
But when.the action gets hot so
any 'sMsepin 
does the fisherman.
There's no need to buy new
tackle. The rods and reels put
to good use all summer still
work when the leaves fall. And
that tackle box full of old
favorites doesn't have, to. be
scrapped, because those are
the same fish out there.
There's still one other good
reason for fall fiting. It
prepares the body for the deep
freeze of winter when the
lakes get hard and the ice
fishing season rolls around.
the state are encouraging and
probably mean that there will
'actually be more quail than
indicated by the three-month
average figure of a 5.58 per-
cent increase over last year.
"But how the individual
hunter does," Burnley says,
"depends largely upon local
conditions. This survey covers
broad areas of the state, and
the hunter could find adequate
numbers of quail in regions
where the overall numbers
ate down — or low numbers
where the overall population
is higher. Where there is.good
habitat, there will be quail."
The same holds true for
rabbits, Burnley says. Good
habitat means high survival
rates and higher populations.
Rabbits did not suffer the drop
in numbers that quail did, but
populations are still below
average. The survey shows
overall statewide populations
about the same as last year.
Biologists predict that it will
take at least another two
years gifOr quail and rabbit
populations to reach what they
were, before "the- winter- of"
'77."
The first phase of this year's
small game season runs
through Nov. 30, when it closes
for the December 1-3 deer gun'
hunt. From Dec. 4, the rabbit
season runs through Jan. 21.
Quail hunting will be allowed
through Feb. 17.
The limits on rabbits are
four daily and 'eight in
possession after two or more
days of hunting. Quail limits
are 8 daily and 16 in
possession.
Asking tine f-t-difilts
The water temperature on
Barkley and Kentucky ranges
from, 54 degrees on the sur-
face t.(1 56 degrees at 10 and 20
feet.
Crappie fishermen have
been doing well by fishing the
ledges and dropoffs along
creek channels and sub-
merged brush piles. Most are
using minnows but a few love
to throw a lead head jig on a
light action rod.
Sauger are hitting in
scattered schools but will
come into their own pretty
soon. They seem to prefer
water in the mid 40's before
they really gather and run the
currents. ,Several are taken
below each dam as well as
above.
I31pck bass are being found
on rocky points and shorelines
much the same way they are
in the early spring. Very deep
running lures were used to
produce some very nice
Kentucky's last weekend: -
The white bass are still
feeding the shorelines and
flats adjacent to deeper
channels trying to crame as
(Ir
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
Kenlake Marina
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski




(502) 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171
much food as possible before
cold weather really sets in.
Three thousand new
chemicals are invented each
year. The harmful after-
effects of those that enter the
environment are far-reaching,
affecting the lives and jobs of
millions of Americans.
Because of the American
Fishing Tackle Manufac-
turers Association's strong
commitment to the preser-
vation and enhancement of
our natural resources, they
have contributed more than
$200,000 toward research- of
these possibly harmful sub-
stances.
Their environmental quality
coniniittee has been closely





University. One of the major
objectives is the deter-
mination of methods that may
be useful. in overcoming,
harmful effects of PCB's in
our waterways.
HAPPY FISHING
Dan Foster, Murray, took this 6 point buck Saturday,
November 10while hunting in the county. The buck field
dressed out at 145 pounds.
Photo by Mary Barrow
stppy Holiday Travel, Inc
Pcmoramo Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON PAcCLURE GRAYSON Meant
Toke 94 East out of Murrty for 2 rules Turn roght ort 280
Follow 280 for 7 mdes posf Bonner s Grocery Toke
blar'k top onto PonoromoTond follow blacktop to your r rght
Telephone, 502-436-5483
Vic Marshall, Murray, took this 6 point buck in the Pot-
tertown area, the deer weighed in at 102 pounds.
Ricky King, Hazel, killed this'6 point 100 pound deer
Sunday in Trigg County.
Ricky Turner, Murray, brought in this 8 point buck
November 11. Turner was hunting near Protemus.
Oat
/'
Warren Hale, Murray, was hunting in Calloway County
when he got this 8 point buck November 11.
641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business
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Set Stage For Tonight's Final
By TONY WILSON
Ledger k Times Sports Maar
With each miss, Candy Jackson's face
twisted in agony. Of the 14 free throws she had
attempted, only five changed Murray High's
score.
"I just wanted her to get more arch and
wrist on the ball," said Murray coach Rick
Fisher. "She was sort of throwing the ball in-
stead of shooting it."
Jackson, a junior guard for the Tigers, went
to the line with no time remaining in last
night's game against Hickman County in the
Calloway County Invitational girls tourna-
ment.
A crucial situation: Hardly. Murray High
already led 50-15 and had guaranteed itself a
victory. But Jackson didn't see it that way.
She bounced the ball deliberately, toed the
line and sank both tosses for the 52-45 final
that vaulted Murray High into,tonight's 8 p.m.
final against•Calloway County. The Lakers,
defending tourney champions, rolled past
Sedalia 61-50 in the second Semifinal game.
Jackson's success on her last two shots not
only upped her point total to a game-high 15, it
drew a hug from Fisher. And later, he put his
affection for her talents into words. ..„
"Candy's easily our best defensive player.
and she definitely led us tonight,", he said.;
•*This team as a whole was flat, but in-
dividually she was excellent."
Murray High needed Jackson's play to held
off a stubborn Hickman County team. The
Tigers led by as Many as nine points in the
first half and 11 in the second, but suddenly
they found themselves ahead only 44-42 with
three minutes left.
Jtist as it had done in a 52-50 first-round vic-
tory over Fulton County, though, Murray
High "found a way to win," said Fisher. This
time the trail was foraged by forward Tonya
Alexander and guards Starr Jones and
Jackson.
Alexander popped in a ten-footer, Jones
.,ank a set shut from 15 feet and Jackson
scored on a breakaway layup. Those three
baskets, sandwiched around a free throw by
Hickman • County's Kay Aleshire, gave_ Mur-
ray High a seven-point edge and ruined any
Hickman County rally hopes.
"We had a good shot at them at 44-42," sigh-
ed Hickman County coach Gerald Vaughn.
''Then I guess we sort of panicked."
Murray High's shock treatment, in addition
to Jackson's performance, was administered
by junior Jann Washer and Alexander, who
chipped in 13 and 12 points, respectively.
"Hickman County did a lot of things to us
that I think a team has to do to beat us," said
Fisher. Such as? "Well, they put pressure on
our young guards and forced a lot of tur-
novers."
The final error count, however, found
Hickman County leading that dubious depart-
ment 17-13.' Vaughn, when informed of the
numbers, showed little surprise.
"Whenever we could get the ball down the
floor we could usually score," he said. "But
we didn't very often. Their press killed us. We
were rushing shots at times when we should .
have been deliberate."
Washer scored six points in the game's first
six minutes as Murray High jumped ahead 15-
6. Hickman County pulled withiN5-12 With
three straight baskets, but that was close as it -
could come until the fourth-quarter surge.
Jackson came up with a steal and converted
a layup for a 41-30 Murray High advantage,
but Hickman went on a 12-3 tear on three
baskets each by Tammy Gardner and
Aleshire.
Gardner finished as the game's -leading
scorer with 24 points; Aleshire had 13.
Calloway Co. 61, Sedalia 50
Calloway County coach David Elliott had a
simple explanation for his team's sloppy-vic-
Murray High's Candy Jackson reached at a loose ball
with a Hickman County player during last night's
game in the Calloway County Invitational tournament
See CROSS-TOWN, page 9
Sports
Calloway County center Kim Willie ( with ball) looked for a teammate as Sedalia's Sheila
Nance 14 and JoJo Harris defended. The Lakers won 61-50. Photo by Tour Wilson
at, Jeffrey Gymnasium. Murray won and pla2.s
Calloway tonight. ehoin i Artsce Turnb..
tb.e




ST. JOSEPH, Mo. - Jeanette Rowan and Laura Lynn led a
second-half surge that carried Murray State to a 92-77 victory
over Wayne State (Nebraska) University last night in
opening-round action of a women's tip-off tournament.
Rowan, a 5-9 sophomore, scored 19 points over the final 20
minutes, while Lynn, a 5-6 junior, added 13 as Murray over-
came a 47-44 halftime deficit.
With the victory, the Racers, 1-0, face host Missouri
Western College for the tital tonight at 6. Missouri Western
blasted William Jewell College 76-43 in the other first-round
game.
Rowan finished with a game-high 29 points on. 14-of-18
shooting from the field, while Lynn and sophomore forward
Bridgette Wyche had 20. Diane Oakley, a 6-4 freshman, chip-
ped in 11.
Wayne State was paced by Lynn Larson and Julie Tetronis
with 16 and 13 points, respectively.
The Racers fell behind by as many as 10 points in the first
half and still trailed by that margin with 15 minutes left in the
game.
"This bunch just scrapped out a win," said Murray coach
Jean Smith. "We were behind for much of the game but we
never gave up."
Marla KeLsch and Wyche hauled in nine rebounds each as
Murray own a 33-27 edge in that department.
Illimray W — Rowan 11 1-2 2s; Wyche 694 20; Lynn 92-3 Si, Oakley 5 1-1 11,
Morris 194*; McCracken 1 2-2 1; Kelach 0 040; LaMar 00-1 0
Wayne Slate 77 — Tetroms 5 3-7 13, Larson 7 2-2 16, Curtts 4 3-6 11 C Enrin 4 0-0
1; Draper 2 2-2 6; Brandt 3 0-1 6; LEnrin 4 04 8; Mantling 3 0-0 6, Emanuel 1 2-2 3.
Halftime Wayne State, 47-44.




- Jblin McEnroe tlefeated
Wojtek Fibak of Poland 6-2, 6-1
in the quarterfinals 9f. the
$175,000 Wembley Gran Prix
Tournament.
In other matches, G nni
Ocleppo of Italy defek4ed
Ferdi Taygan 6-1, 6-4; Harold
Solomon beat Stan Smith 6-4,
6-4; and Hank Pfister ousted
Tim Gullikson, 6-2, 6-3.
TAIPEI, Taiwan (AP) -
Australia's seventh-seeded
Kim Warwick beat top-seeded
Roscoe Tanner 6-3, 74 to
advance to the semifinals of
Only One Top Ranked-Team To
Make Trip To State Playoffs
I; k I he Associated Press
I .iit high schotil football
teams have earned berths in
next week's state cham-
pionship games, but only one
top:ranked team will be
among the clubs making the
_ trip to Louisville.
trubeate.n Belfry, the
topranked team in Class AAA.
ran its record to 11-0 with a 14-
win over Fort Thomas
Highlands.
Three other Lop-ranked
(cams weren't as fortunate,
hi ow ever.
Louisville Trinity. ranked
atop the Jefferson County poll
since the season opened,
suffered its first loss in -13
starts when third-ranked
Louisville Butler stunned the
Shamrocks 7-0. Butler will
meet upstart Lexington Henry.
clay, a fourtime loser during
the regular season which
shocked' top-ranked Owen,
sboro i4-6 in the State AAAA
finals.
In a mild surprise in Class
A. fourth-ranked Bellevue
shaded top-ranked Paintsville
In other playoff action.
thirdranked Franklin -
Simpson edged Montgomery
County 12-8 to earn a spot in
the AAA final against Belfry.
Fifth-ranked Fort Camp-
bell, last year's (lass A
champion. Moved into the AA
finals with a 21-0 win over
Washington, County_
Providing the opposition will
be third-ranked Pikeville.
which surprised second-
ranked and previously un-
beaten Corbin 16-0.
Second-ranked Richmond
Madison moved into the title
game opposite Bellevue with-a
13-6 win over Russellville.
The A, AA and AAA
championship games will be
played Friday. with the AAAA
title clash scheduled for next
Saturday. •
Rick -West took a five-yard
pass from Gary Smith for one
score and Jim Bevins added a
one-yard run in the final
period as Belfry held off
Interconference Play Resumes In NFL Sunday
By-The Associated Press --
In tercon f e re nce play
resumes. Sunday in the
National Football League and
- surprise, surprise - the
National ('Conference goes into
one of the four games as the
favorite.
While Denver is picked to
pick off San Francisco, the
Bills are expected to Buffalo
the Green Bay Packers and
Seattle is the favorite to niAD
VIA Orleans, the NYC s
chi .ago Bears are rated
ronehly a field-goal favorite
ci. the -American Con-
I erenee's New York Jets.
Sunday's other games are
Pittsburgh at San Diego.
Baltimore at New England,
Dallas 41- Washington. Miami
"Trt^71; 1Kelant ^thin* at -
Philadelphia, Detroit . at.
Minnesota, Cincinnati at
thiiistrin and the New York
Giants at Tampa BaY. Mon-
Then Coach Neill Arm-
strong, who had yanked Mike
. Phipps from his starting
quarterback role' early in the
season but had been equally
unsuccessful with Vince
Fvtins and Bob. - Avellini;
returned to Phipps and told,. 
-
" •'We just had to start
throwing more on first down„
any down, just to change our
bad habit of running the ball
night :2.,g_arne is Atlanta at_
lAis Angeles.
Earlier this season, "stop
Walter Payton and you stop
Chicago" was the accepted
tactic when playing the Bears.
With their strong reliance on
Payton's ground-gobbling ihe
leads the league in rushing
with 1,154 yards in a
generally conservative of-
fense during the first half of
the season. Chicago was only
too much:- said Phipps. "You
can't lake_ one person and use
him extensively as your of-
fense. Even the worst defense
can concentrate on stopping
' you.'
"It gets to the POint where
you say, 'Which one do _we
stop, Payton or Phipps?" said
Coach Walt Michaels, whose
.1eLs, 5-6, are trying to rebound
from last Sunday's dishear-
tening 14-12 loss. to the Bills.
"It would make it a whole lot
easier if Phipps doesn't come
in with a hot hand. With




Since the season's halfway
point, both Payton and the
• Bears have been unstoppable.
51'nve•'—
, loss',  to Minnesota, when
Phipps was reinserted at
quarterback just after half-
'time, the Bears have chalked
up viCtories oker Sat, r
(Ise() r28-27, Detroit r,
and, last weekend. I
Angeles 127-231, to rai, . r
record to 6-5 and H•r,
entrenched in the f
picture. They trail (IN,
Tampa Bay by two gatt„. n
the NFC Central Ink 114,I! !
they're still strong euriten,!,
for a conference %kik) ,;ird
berth.
The Bears' turn:w,.;11,1,,
Phipps said, could be It .1...,1 I 0
"some very . key thintt a
change in attitude. i..,,,I! d
what our offense can il,i r,,,A,
as opposed to what it A:is
doing. We believe rpm •-ki r
all playing 'good loeiliiill I
tc. i ron) of
- - , - • •
don't think anybodk iliniiii.: :





games, it will chool he
- season series against thY tifr,
for the sixth straight sca,4,11 It
earlier this year strung
togt. ter four 300-yard passing
games. Not that Pittsburgh's
Terry Bradshaw is any slouch.
He leads the NFL in TD passes
with 21.
The Cowboys, coming off
last Monday night's loss to
Philadelphia that cut their
NEC East lead over the
Redskins and Eagles to one
game, now must visit
Washington, where they lost 9-
5 a year ago.
Highlands. •
Butler. 13-0, broke open a
defensive struggle in the third
period when Marcus Manley
passed three yards to Keith
Curry for the only touchdown
the Rears needed to become
the first public school since
1970 to lay undisputed claim to
the Jefferson County titl
Henry Clay. , spotted
Owensboro ,a 6-0 second
period, but went ahead for •
good when quarterback Tom
Beauchamp capped a 62-yard
drive with a one-yard run with
only 16 seconds left in the half.
He iced the game early in the
second half with a 13-yard
pass to Lewis Phillips.
Jon Sutkamp, who ran for
322 yards and five touchdowns
last week, managed "only" 95
i•ards against Paintsville, but
his six-yard run in the second
period was the only touchdown
Bellevue needed to advance to
the title game for the second
time in three years.
Dan Rafferty ran for 150
%anis, including touchdown
rims of one and 72 yards, to
pare Franklin-Simpson past
Montgomery County.
Darrell Stewart ran for a
pair of touchdowns and Bobby
Webb added a 20-yard scoring
jaunt as Fort Campbell kept
alive its hopes of a second
consecutive title. The Falcons
won the (lass A title last year
before. stepping -up to -AA-this-
y ear.
Mike Tackett rambled 40
ards with a fumble for the
first Pikeville touchdovin, and
the defense added a safety late GENERAL
in the game to ruin Corbin's CROWN min. Ind. AP)
perfect record. - Leonard Smith was judged
Eddie Simmons returned innocent by reason of insanity
the opening kickoff 96 yards in the September, 1978,
for a touchdown and Rich- shooting death of California
mind Madison didn't look Angels outfielder Lyman





San Diegoshoing allowed just
j ge-Sterlers-veriture-Wito--1-- • evi S Jeans.
20 points over the past four
*games - but they're going up •
against Dan Fouts, who P.
takes an 26-10 record into the
Weekend. ---- • - - --
The Broncos are looking for
their first victory ever over
San Francisco - but their two
losses occurred before they
became a dominant team, 19-
14 in 1970 and 26-34 three years
later. New Denver is trying to
shake loose of San Diego
1 which is an underdog to the
Pittsburgh juggernaut) and
grab sole possession of first
place in the AF(' West.
Green Bay is making its
first visit ever to Buffalo and
will be ,playing the Bills for
only the second time, having
beaten them 27-7 five years
ago. Seattle and New Orleans
are. also playing their second
game eveik, • The Saints
bombed the Seahawks 51-27
three years ago.
the $75,000 Taipei Open. •
In other quarterfinals, Pat
Dupre defeated Stefan
gimonsson of Sweden 6-4, 0-6,
7-5; Bill Scanlon downed
Australian Mark Edmondson
6-4, 1-6, 6-3; and Bob Lutz beat




API' - Greg Norman of
Australia fired a 3-under-par
69 for a 2-stroke lead in the
second round of the $150.000
Australian Open.
Tied for second at 144 were
first-round leader Deray
Simon of the United States and
AuStralian Graham Marsh.
Marsh fired the best round of
the tourney Friday, a 4-under-
par 68.
GOTEMBA, Jarfan 1 API-
Masaru Amano of Japan
matched par-72 for a 138 total
and kept a 1-stroke lead in the
second round of the $300.000
Taiheiyo Club Masters
tournament.
Second was Taiwan's I.0
I.iang-huang, who shot a 71.
Bill Rogers registered a 71 to
move into third with a 140
total.
RABAT, Morocco (API -
Mike Brannan fired a
secondround 70 to take a 1-
stroke lead in the King Hassan
II trophy tournament.
Brannan's 142 total put him
ahead of second-place Barry
Vivian of New Zealand at 143
and third-place Antonio
Garrido-of Spain at 146.
JUPITER, Fla. (AP) - Bill
Galloway sank a 15-foot putt
on the final hole for a 72 and a
1-over-par 143 total to win a 36-
hole Florida PGA tournament.
Second place went to Phil
Aldridge, who carded a 142 in
the two-day event. Tied for
third at 145 • were John
('alabria. Hick Vershure.-John
Buczek, Craig Watson,
Wheeler Stewart, and Mike
Preston.
BOW LING
DEERFIELD. III. (AP) -
Rolling .games of 279. 265 and
244 late in the final round,
Steve Martin clinched the
topseeded position in a
$130,000 PHA tournament as
the top five bowlers qualified
for the finals.
Martin finished 123 pins
wait -nt -marshal) Iteimith.
Others who advanced were Ed
Ressler, Mickey Higham, and
Mtn Plessinger..
MI
(All Styles) 25 /0•-•-•
Now Til Christmas OFF
V.


























































































Calloway County To Meet
In Invitational Showdown
Continued from page 8
tory over the Rough Riders: "Oar nunds were
on Murray high," he said.
Calloway jumped ahead 9-0 but never led by
more than 15 points in the first half. "We just
couldn't put them away," he said.
The second half, though, was a different
story. Forward Melissa Miller's two free
throws gave the Lakers a big 21-point bulge at
53-32 and most of. the fourth quarter gave
Elliott a chance to give his reserves some
playing time.
"We needed a game like this from the ex-
perience standpoint of our younger players,"
he said.
But the veterans paved the way. Mina Todd
poured in 2(1 points, and center Kim Willie (18
points) and Miller 12J1 accounted for 30 more.
Sedalia guard Sheila Nance led her team
with 15 points and was the Lions' only double-
figure scorer.
Calloway, which defeated Fulton County for
the title last season, will meet Murray in the
final for the first time. The past two seasons
Fulton County had ousted the Tigers in the
first round.
"I look for a great, great game against two
good teams," said Elliott. "Each team has
specific strengths and it will be interesting to
see which one wins."
Hickman County, 5-2, plays Sedalia, now 2-
2, in the 6:30 p.m. consolation game before the
Murray High-Calloway County meeting.
Each team is 2-0.
Murray 52 — Jackson 4 7-16 2 15; Alexander 2-2 0 12;
Morgan 3 0-0 1 6; S Junes 1 0-0 3 2, Garfield 2 CH) 3 4; Fox 0 04
20; V Jones 00-0 5 0„Thompsdn 00-000; Tharpe 004 00.
Hickman Co. 45 — Gadner 96-7 224; Aleshire 4 5-93 13;
Bugg 1 2-2 2 4, Cash 1 0-1 2 2; Crumble 1 0-0 1 2; Young 0 0-0 1
0; Faint 004 2 0; Rogers 0 0-0 2 0.
Murray 15-29-33-43
Hickman 6-2246-36
Calloway Co. 61 — Todd 9 2-3 I 20; Willie 8 24 2 10.; Miller 4
4-62 12; Overbey 2 0-0 1 4; Hoke 0 3-6 23; Futrell 1 0-1 02;
Marcie Miller 10-2 2 2; Lamb 0 0-0 4 0; Key 0 0-0 5 0;
L.Civerbey 0 0-0 1 0; Barrow 00-1 0 0; Coles 0 0-0 1 0.
Sedalia 58 — Nance 6 3-3 5 15; Harris 1 4-6 2 6; Wray 2 2-7 4
6; S.Darnell 1 0-0 1 2; McCutin 1 0-1 1 2; Page I 0-0 0 2; Rose 1
04 3 2; Tucker 0 4-4 0 4; Lamb 1 1-2 1 3; Alderdice 0 04 10.
Calloway 21-354141
Sedalia 8-22-34 511
Mina Todd (23) grappled for possession of the basketball with a Sedalia player in the second
quarter of last night's high school tournament game. Todd scored 20 points to lead her
Calloway County team to a 61-50 triumph.
'Brand New' Celtics Team
Beats Jazz For Twelfth Win
By The Associated Press
Tom Nissalke, coach of the
Utah Jazz, is the latest to
notice the change in the
Boston Celtics.
"It's a brand new team,"
said Nissalke after the Celtics
beat his Jazz 113-97 Friday
night. He wasn't referring.- Suns 98, Blazers 97
only to Celtics rookie Larry
Bird, free agent M .I...Carr and
Coach Bill Fitch. He also
meant veterans Dave Cowens
and Nate "Tiny" Architald.
"Without having to coach, a
job in which he had no ex-
perience, Cowens is a dif-
ferent player, going all out,"
said Nissalke. "And Tiny's
different too. He's playing
with confidence, something he
-didn't-do last year.- -
The Celtics raised their
record to 12-3 - they were 3-12
at this point last season -
before a capacity crowd of
15,320, the Celtics' fifth home
sellout. They are 7-0 at Boston
Garden.
Boston broke the game open
with an 18-6 surge midway
through, the third period that
gave them a 78-64 lead. Cedric
Maxwell scored 15 of his 27
points in the decisive third
period, in which the Celtics
outscored the Jazz 37-19.
In other National Basketball
Association games, the
Phoenix Suns edged the
Portland Trail Blazers 98-97,
the Los Angeles Lakers beat
the Denver Nuggets 135-128 in
overtime, the- Washington
-130tItsts-nippedlITeNew Jersey
Nets 92-91, the San Antonio
Spurs trimmed the
• Philadelphia 76ers 106-105, the
Illusion Rockets defeated the
Neww York Knicks 133-130,
the Kansas City Kings beat the
Chicago Bulls 103-97, the
Seattle SuperSonics topped
the Cleveland Cavaliers 108-
100 ond the San Diego Clippers
beat the Indiana Pacers 105-
97.
Walter Davis' jumper with
JO seconds to play capped a 34-
point performance and
provided the winning margin
for Phoenix. Portland had
gone ahead 97-96 when T.R.
Dunn hit an off-balance 15-
footer with 19 seconds left.
Dunn missed a 20-footer
following Davis' basket, the
Trail Blazers were called for a
looseball foul on the rebound
and Phoenix was able to run
mkt* clock.
'Akers 135, Nuggets 128
Norm Nixon and Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar each scored six
points in the five-minute extra
period as Los Angeles posted
its second overtime triumph
over Denver in eight days.
Dan Issel had 37 points for the
Nuggets but failed to score in
overtime.
Bullets 92, Nets 91
Washington rallied from a
20-point deficit to beat the
Nets on Wes Unseld's seven-
foot running hook shot with
two seconds to play. Roger
Phegley led the Bullets with 20
points, 13 of them in the final
quarter, when the entire New
Jersey ... teain could tpanage
itistinintrits. —
Spurs 106, 76ers 105 •
Larry Kenon scored a •
seasonhigh 2.3 points and
George Gervin added 30, in-
eluding two free throws with
22 seconds remaining, as the
Spurs won their fourth in a
row. The 76ers' Bobby Jones,
whose foul sent Gervin to the
line, sank a jumper at game's
end but the officials ruled it
came after the buzzer.
Rockets 133, Knicks 130
Moses Malone scored 37
points as the Rockets built a
14-point lead early in the final
period, then held off a rally
that saw New York pull within
two points. Houston won its
sixth in a row and New York
suffered its fifth straight loss
despite 38 points by Ray
Williams.
Kings 103, Bulls 97
Scott Wedman sank two
baskets in the final 1:49 as
Kansas City beat Chicago for
the ninth straight time. It was
Chicago's fourth consecutive
loss and 10th in the last 11
starts. Wedmarr, Bill
Robinzine and Otis Birdsong
scored 21 points apiece for the
Kings.
Soaks 108, Cavs 100
Guards Gus Williams and
Dennis Johnson keyed a
fourthquarter rally that
carried Seattle over
Cleveland. In the last six
minutes, Williams hit five free
throws and Johnson added a
pair Of breakaway baskets
and two free throws as Seattle
overcame a 92-88 deficit.
Clippers 105, Pacers 97
Freeman Williams, filling in
inlured-floyd, Free,
scored 14 of his career-high 35
points in the second quarter as
San Diego- snapped a
threegame losing wreak.
Murray High center Tonya Alexander (30) was blocked
off by Hickman County's Kelly Young, but it didn't stop
j.he Tigers from winning 52-45.
Bowl Picture:
Pbotos by Bruce Turnbon




Can you picture a tv -time
out. to. let Alabama accept a
, bowl bid? ,
The bowl picture hasn't
quite reached that ab-
surdity...but it's close.
For example, if Georgia
,beat 15th-ranked Auburn
.today to clinch a spot in the
Sugar Bowl, the Orange Bowl.
• reportedly was set not only to
invite No.1-ranked Alabama
at 5 p.m. CST as permitted by
NCAA rules, but also to tell
Bear Bryant. to "take it or
leave it."
The Orange Bowl forgot one
little thing. Thanks to ABC-
TV, 'which aired the Miami.
Fla.-Alabama game from
Tuscaloosa in the 3-6 p.m. CST
time slot, the scheduled
kickoff was moved back more
than 1.12 hours and 5 p.m.
probably will find the Crimson
Tide in the middle of the third
quarter.
Even Bear Bryant, who has
done most everything else in
his 66 years, hasn't accepted a
bowl bid during a game.
The bowl picture is as
muddled as ever but Bryant
has an explanation for that.
too. "Two or three bowls will
have to take one or two teams
and have an understanding.-
he says.
The Rose Bowl, which has
an agreement with the
Pacific-10 and Big Ten Con-
ferences, thought it had
fourth-ranked Southern
California all wrapped up. But
the Pac-10 stirred things up by
ruling that Arizona State must
forfeit its three league
triumphs because it used
ineligible players.
Since one of those victories
was over Washington, the
decision put the 16th-ranked
Huskies back into the Rose
Bowl picture, with a 5-1-0
league record to 5-0-1 for
Southern Cal. The Trojans.
who wind up their regular
season next week 'against
UCLA, are idle today while
Washington entertains
Washington State.
However, the -Rose Bowl's
guest team will be decided
when second-ranked Ohio
State visits No.13 Michiganior
their annual Big Ten
showdown. The unbeaten
Buckeyes can lose to Michigan
and still go to Pasadena if
No.12 Purdue wins at Indiana.
That would create a three-Way
tie, with overall records then
becoming the deciding factor.
Ohio State-Michigan was the




Nebraska tuned up for next
week's Big Eight-Orange
Bowl showdown with
Oklahoma by hosting Iowa
State, while the seventh-
ranked Sooners visited
Missouri.
In the hectic Southwest
Conference-Cotton Bowl race,
fifthranked Texas entertained
Texas Christian and No.8
Arkansas visited Texas A&M,
while ninth-ranked Houston
has the week oft. The three
leaders all show one con-
ference loss.
Rounding out The
'Associated Press Top Ten,
fifth-ranked Florida State
hosts- Memphis State tonight,
while No.10 Brigham Young,
the Western Athletic Con-
ference leader, entertained
runnerup Utah.
Elsewhere in the Second
Ten, No.11 Pitt visited Army,
No.14 Clemson was at Notre
Dame, No.17 Wake Forest at
South Carolina, No.18 Temple
at Penn State and No.19
Tennessee vs. Mississippi at
Jackson, while Baylor hosted
Rice and Tulane, tied with
Baylor for 20th, is idle.
Miami-Alabama marked
Kush Says Many Can
Be Blamed At Arizona
TEMPE, Ariz. (API
Frank Kush, ousted Arizona
State football coach, says
many people - including
himself - must accept
responsibility for a scholastic
scandal that led to the for-
feiture of the university's
season victories.
"I feel sorry that the entire
incident has happened
because it hasn't done
anybody any good,- Kush said
in an interview Friday night
with KPNX-TV of Phoenix. "It
degades the entire program,
not Only from the point of the
football progam, but the entire
athletic prograin, as well as
the institution."
On Thursday, the university
declared eight Sun Devil
players academically
ineligible for the remainder of
the season, and the Pacific 10
Conference ruled the school
must forfeit its league vic-
tories over Wasliington.
Washington State. and Oregon
State.
..Thi • action stemmed. filam
an extension course offered in
Gardena, Calif., last summer
by Rocky Mountain College of
Billings, Mont. The eight
players had claimed credit for
the course, but the universW
said the eight have admitted
that they had not met any of
the course's requirements.
The forfeits revised Arizona
State's league record from.3-3
to 0-6.
On Friday, Dick Mullins.
Arizona State's sports in-
formation director, said the
school was offering to forfeit
nonconference victories over
Toledo and Utah State.
"For all intents and pur-
poses, we are 0-9," he said.
Asked who he felt was to
blame for the scandal, Kush
replied: "It's a combination
There is no question that I am
responsible for it.
"Then, we have an
academic - . adviser. He's
Supposed to check on the
number of hours and make
sure the people are taking an
adequate number of hours so
that they are eligible. •
!'Then it goes down to the
athletic administration, then
41.1.Kamt, the-, university
administration and then on
back to us, and then we get the
certification that they are
okay." 
. •
the first time a game was
televised from Tuscaloosa's
Bryant-Denny Field, where
the Crimson Tide is 62-1 under
Bryant. Alabama had a couple
of streaks on the line - the
18-gamNinninAstreak
was the nation's longest and
they had .a 47-game string in
Tuscaloosa, where their last
loss was to Florida in 1963.
And for the 387th game in a
row, since he • starting
coaching at Maryland back in
1945, Bear Bryant Was
worried.
"Anytime you win at Penn
State, and Miami won going
away, you have done
something," he says. "Their
young quarterback ( freshman
.Jim Kelly ) must have done an
outstanding job, and I know
they have some fine receivers.
I understand they have a
young team, and normally you
want to play Miami late in the
year because they'll have a lot
of injuries at this time of the
season.
'.'But this year they got
injuries early and now are
getting their people back.
Also, they have had the week




has to help them. The
development of Jim Kelly
shows that: They'll come in
here all fired up and I'm sure
our secondary will have an
exciting. afternoon. The key
will be our pass rush. I4,was
the best it has been since the
Baylor game last week-




recruited by Bryant at--Ken-
tucky and later coached under
him at Alabama, called it "the
opportunity of a lifetime. Only
a few schools have an op-
portunity to play a team of
Alabama's quality -
defending national champions
and the No.1 football team in
the nation."
*. Florida State, which is
attempting to finish the season
unbeaten and untied for the
first time since .it started.
playing major college foot-
ball, has tied the school record
of 10 consecutive victories.
Coach Bobby Bowden says
his team is "ready to go some
place. I personally think a
major bowl would not be
making any mistake by
grabbing us to play in theta
game. Florida State is a
mighty exciting football team,
not just offensively, but also
on defense."
If Georgia beat Auburn and
got the Sugar Bowl berth, look
for the Orange Bowl to invite
Alabama, with Florida State
the second choice to oppose
the Nebraska-Oklahoma
winner. Texas and Arkansas
reportedly are lined up for the
Sugar and Cotton Bowls, or
vice versa, although Houston
could sneak into the Cotton
and foul up those plans.
Florida State could wind up
in the Gator Bowl, Pig in the
Liberty Bowl, Purdue-.
Tennessee in the Bluebonnet,
Washington in the Sun, Tulane
in the Hall of Fame Bowl and
Temple in the Garden State
Bowl.
Michigan will be an at-
tractive team in either the
Gator, Liberty or Fiesta bowls
and Clemson, which takes a
large following wherever it
goes, is being wooed by the
Hall .of Fame, Liberty.




tin rae. A...laird Praia .
Eastern t oaleraere
Atlantic Divide.
SI L Pet GB
Boston 12 3 100
Philadelphia 12 5 706
Washington 7 500
New York 7 10 412
New Jersey 5 11 313
Central DIvisioe
Atlanta 12 6 867
San Antomo 11 7 611
Houston I 7 533
Indiana I 11 421
Detroit 5 10 333
Cleveland 6 12 333
Wester' Canfereare
Midwest Divisisa
Milwaukee 13 4 765
Kansas City 6 11 421
Denver 6 13 .316
Chicago 4 15 211
Utah 2 15 118
Pacific Dtvislos
las Angeles 13 5 722
Portland 13 6 664
Phoenix 12 6 667
Seattle 11 6 647
Golden State 6 8 500
San Diego 7 12 366
FrIday's Gaines
Boston 113, Utah 97
Washington 92, New Jersey 91
San Antonio 106, Philadelplua 105
Houston 133, New York 130
Kansas City 103, Chicago 97
Las Angeles 135, Denver 128, 01'
Phoenix 9111, Portland 97
San Diego 105, Indiana 97
Seattle 106, Cleveland 100
Saturday's Games
Houston at Atlanta
New Jersey at Detroit
Boston at New York
Utah at Washington
Philadelphia at Chicago





By The Associated Press
Americas Coidereace
East
W L T Pct. PF





7 4 0 .636)96
5 6 0 .456223
5 6 0 .456214
4 7 0 364171. 
Central
Pittsburgh 9 2 0 818 294
Houston 8 3 0 777 213
Cleveland 
Cincinnati 
7 4 0 636 259
2 9 0 182 235
West
San Diego 8 3 0 270
Denver 3 3 0 .777 192
Oakland 6 5 0 .545 245
Seattle • 5 6 0 .435332
Kansas City .,4 7 0 .364 160
National Conference
East
Dillas 8 3 0 .727240
Philadelphia 7 4 0 .636 215
Washington 7 4 0 .636 206
N.Y. Giants 5 6 0 .455 116
St Lotus 3 8. 0 .273218
Central
Tampa Bay .li3 0 .727 210
Chicago 6 5 0 .545 212
Green Bay 4 7 0 .364 171
Minnesota 4 7 0 .364 168
Detroit 1 10 0 .091 162
West
New Orleans 6 5 0 .545 245
Las Angeles 5 6 0 .455 202
Atlanta 4 7 0 .314666
San Francisco 1 10 0 .09)306
Sunday's Games
Baltimore at New England
Dallas at Washington
Green Bay at Buffalo
Miami at Cleveland
New York Jets at Chicago
St. Louis at Philadelphia
Detroit at Minnesota
Cincinnati at Houston
Denver at San Francisco
Kansas City at Oakland
New Orleans at Seattle
New York Giants at Tampa Bay
Pittsburgh at San Diego
Moaday's Games










































Atlanta 4, New York Rangers 2
Detroit 4, Washington 2
Quebec 3, Winnipeg 2
Vancouver 5, Pittsburgh 2
Saturday's Games
Edmonton vs. Hartford at Springfield,
Mass.
Detroit at New York Islanders
Boston at Toronto
Buffalo at Minnesota
Philadelphia at St 1.0(11.5
Chicago at Colorado
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CCMS Honor Roll
The tionor utlIftl- the tirst
'ix weeks for the Calk s%
Could v Middle School has
been released by the min-




Balentine. Mark Hanel!, Tina
d, Ants firs an. Shawn
Huey . KZ-11'01 BUI-QeSS, Naomi
Burk'een. Dailla Crick. I Asa
Crouse, Edward Crutchfield.
Delesa Darnell. Vona Darnell,





Dawn Hale, John Hassell,
Melissa Herndon, Janna
Hopkins, Lisa Hopper. Molly
Imes,
Debbie Ingrain. 'Rebecca
Ji.nes. Mike Keeling. li 'hit
Kelso, David Lamb. Tony
Lovett. Marp Mize. Christy
Nance. Lorie Parker, Michael
Pat ks, Carrie Paschall, John
Mark Potts,
Jill Riley, Eric Roberts,
Lisa Robinson, Wade Rogers,
Jeannie Rule, Jon Seeling,
Brad Skinner, Debbie.Therrin,
Tamins Thomas, Rodney




Brown. Lori Burkeen, Charles
('atlict Bill Chaney. Lisa
Chimes, Jill Childress, Mark
per, Cathy Crass, Tracy
Curd. Kelly DeWitt,
Greg Douglas, Jeff Dowdy,
Rhonda Eldridge, Shannon
Ford, David Gracey, Jay
Herndon, Evy Jarrett, Karl
Larson, Melissa Manning,
Amy McCage. All McClard,
Tony Melton, Mylinda
Michell. Danny Pruitt, Janee
Sins. Daysha Smith, Lori
Steele. Renee Taylor, Polly
%%lute. [broil Wilson, Jenny
Winchester, and Lori Windsor
CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS 5 Mans nick-
1 Poem name
4 Companion- 6 Preposition
able 7 Biblical coun-
9 Cut try
12 Hurried 8 Arab land
13 Home 9 Kind of moth
14 Anger 10 Native metal
15 Waist 11 Damp
17 Egg dish 16 Rubber tree
19 Ultimo (abbr.) 18 Skip over
20 Odor 20 Glossy tab-
21 Rant !ICS
23 Continent: 21 Marsh birds
Abbr. 22 Item of prop-
24 Female rela- .erty
five .23 Cut •
27 Hard-wood 25 Stone.cut in
tree relief
28 Preposition 26 Pitchers
30 Delineate 28 Conjunction
31 Exists ' 29 European
32 Italian capital
seaport 32 Ivan and
34 Pronoun Nicholas








































E L E am 3R 03333
LER DE3A 3 pm
ECU OMEN! 323
symbol 45 Lows
36 Plagues 46-Golf mound
38 Entrance 47 Vase
40 Distance 48 Devoured
runner 49 Moham-
42 Armed con- medan name
flict fi-0 Diocese
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FREEENTERPRISE WEEK-Mayor Melvin B. Henley signs a proclamation declaring
the week of Nov. 11-16 as Free Enterprise Week in Murray. The week is in conjunction with
the Murray DECA Club. Looking on as Henley signs are, left, Anita Vance, chairperson of
the Free Enterprise chapter, and right, Glynis Tabers, chairperson of the Free Enterprise
Individual.
Concert To Be Given Sunday
A Concert of Early Music
featuring both vocal and in-
strumental Renaissance
music will be presented at
Murray State University on
Memorial Church
Pastor To Speak
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
pastor of the Memorial
Baptist Church. Tenth .and
Main Streets, Murray,. will
speak at the 10:50 a.m. and 7
p.m. worship services on
Sunday. Nov. 18. J. T. Lee will
serve as deacon of the week.
Special music will be by Rob
• and Anne Lough at the inor-
"ning hour and by Eva Hare'
and Anne Lough at the
evening hour. Milton Gresh-
man, minister of music, will
direct the music with
Margaret Wilkins as organist
and Sharon Owens as pianist.
The ordinance of baptism
will be observed at the
evening service.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Gene. Cathy. and Mike
Burress.
Church Teaching With Don
Rogers as director will be at
9:40 a.m., and Church
Training with Kerry Let-




will be held Wednesday. Nov.
21, at 6 p.m.
Sunday afternoon, Nov. 18.
To -begin at 2 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program will feature the
Collegiwn Musicum of the
University of Louisville
directed by Dr. jack Ash-
worth.
Also performing will be the
Murray. State Collegium
Musicum directed by Lloyd
Rev. Billy Turner
To Speak Sunday
The Smiting Spring Baptist
Church will hold services at 11
a.m. and 7 p.m. with the
pastor, the Rev. Billy Turner,
as the speaker. Gene Jones
will serve- as deacon of tla.e
week.
SpecTal music will be by the
Church Choir, directed by
Toinni - Scott with Susie Scott
as pianist and Patsy Neale as
organist, at the morning hour.
During the evening service
the pastor will show slides on
Trinidad, and the Youth Choir
will present special musics
Sunday School with Jim
Neale as director will be at 10
a.m. Church Training with
Randy Herndon as director
will be at 6 p.m. and on this
Sunday the pastor will be
teaching the mission book,
-Baptist Trade Winds.-
The church will have a joint
Thanksgiving service with
Oak Grove Baptist Church at








THAT'S RiG1-1T- His DISH






GIVE OUR CLASS A
REPORT ON WE ANNUAL











HE HAD THE RUM
SOW! YOU Doerr PLAY
GAMES! SAY- WHAT




Greenwell noted that the
concert, which is sponsored by
the Department of Music and
is open to the public at no
admission charge, will involve
the use of authentic
Renaissance instruments. He
added that the revival of old
music is becoming in-
creasingly popular across the
nation.
The XXth Vatican Council
proclaimed the doctrines of
papal infallibility and the




Special music by the Church
Choir and. the Youth Group
will be featured at the 10:45
amt. and 5:30 p.m: worship
services on Sunday, Nov. 18,
at the Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth Street,
Murray.
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe.
pastor, will speak at • both
services with Leland Peeler
directing the music, Dwane
Jones as organist, and Anita
Underhill as pianist.
Nursery workers will. be
Carolyn Caldwell, Hazel Ray,
Rachel Rickman, and Clovis-
Jones. For bus ,information
persons may call Verba Ray,
753-7200.
Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent
will be at 9:45 a.m.
Prayer and Youth Study
Group services will be held




Performances by the Band,
-Lakerettes, and Cheerleaders
will be featured at the intra
squad freshman boys, fresh-
men girls, and varsity-,boys
games on Tuesday, Nov: 20, at




a portion of the proceeds for a
scholarship for a Calloway
senior.
The doors will open at 6 p.m.
with game tune at 6:30 p.m.
Student admission Will-be $1




Conducting ltie inas al.8
and 11 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on
Sunday, Nov. 18, at the St.
Leo's Catholic Church will be
one of the priests from St.
Mark's Monastery at South
Union. The pastor, the Res,
Martin Mattingly, is with the
last Parish Renewal Weekend.
The children's and adult
classes will not be held Sunday
morning due to the special
weekend planned.
Weekday masses will be at
4:30 p.m. Monday and Wed-
nesday, at 6:15 a.m. on




• -The Blessings of Adver-
sity- with scripture from
Exodus 13:17-22 will be the.
subject -of -the Thanksgiving
serniipn by lbe Rev. Dr. Walter
E. Mischke, Jr., at the 8:45
and 10:50 a.m. services on
Sunday, Nov. 18. at the First
United Methodist Church,
Gus Robertson, Jr., guest
soloist, will sing-Bless This
House" at the 8:45 service.
Two anthems will be sung
by the Choir, directed by Paul
Shahan with Bea Farrell as
organist. They are '1.et Us
Praise God" and "Sing
Rejoice Unto The Lord" with
Irma Collins .as soloist for the
latter anthem.
Greeters for Sunday will be,
Milton and Inez Jones.
Church School will beat 9:45
a.m., UMYF Junior and
Senior High and Bible Study
will be at 5:30 p.m.,
Thanksgiving dinner and
prograrn at 6:30 p.m., and
Covenant Prayer Group at 8
p.m.. all on Sunday.
Your Individual  
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 IVA
Make new starts re taxes,
insurance, and savings
programs. Music will soothe
irritated nerves. Be com-
passionate with those at a
distance.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20) 17-147
A good time for agreements
in business and personal life.
Panthers have exciting plans.
Avoid arguments over in-
timate matters.
GEMINI
i May 21 to June 201 
noir
Implement new work ideas
now. Projects begun at this
time bring personal
satisfaction. Use sweetness
and light with loved ones.
CANCER
;June 21 to July 22) 00
New romantic introductions
possible. Make sure you get
proper relaxation. Forget
about money, and enjoy work
for its own sake.
LEO
(Ally 23 to Aug. MI latiCek
Follow through on domestic
decisions. Downplay ego for
romantic success. Love has a
touch of mystery. Enjoy
unusual entertainments.
VIRGO
; Aue 23 to Sept. 22/
You're articulate and able
to express yourself to good
advantage. Capitalize on
mental energy. Judgment
should be right on.
LIBRA JLfl
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
in-parkoegreismsporntoawni
our taste in musiclinndaulgnejeayi
and higher-minded pursuits.
Local visits should prove
romantic.
scORpro nt,
(oct. 23t0 Nov. 21) f.V.
New self-confidence enables
you to impress others. Avoid
disputes about money. A good
time to buy works of art. Be
decisive.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec._21
Private agreements anti
meetings go well. You'll ac-
complish much from a behind
the scenes vantage point
Avoid career disputes.
CAPRICORN • iof
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) vJ
Save time in the coming
week for increased social
activity. Make plans today.
Forget about past resent-
ments. Greet others with a
smile.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
Make important career
decisions. Present ideas to
superiors. Keep new
relationships platonic for
social success. Relax in the
p.m.
PISCES
(Feb. 19• to Mar. 20) X Crf
Get in touch with those at a
distance. Travel plans im-
plemented now will go
smoothly. Avoid arguments
about career with loved ones.
YOU BORN TODAY are
versatile and can succeed in
most anything you undertake.
Interested in politics and
reform, you'd make a good
public servant. Law,
literature,- medicine, religion,
and music are some of the
fields in which you'd find
happiness. Often you choose
an artistic medium through
which to express your in-
dividuality. Your greatest
success comes ,with the
development of flexiblity.
' Take your work seriously, and
yourself less so. The lighter
-touch makes you persuasive
and effective. Birthdate of:""
Indira Gandhi, political leader
of India; James Abram
Garfield, 20th U.S. president;
and Clifton Webb, film star.
tualbts CLASSIFIED ADS!
2. Notice
Brenda's Beauty Salon, 753-
4582 Shampoos and sets, hair-
cuts, up to permanent wave!
Call for an appointment, Lynn
Elkins.
Dr. Carl A. Bowers,
Chiropractor announces
opening practice in the
Broeringmeyer Health
Awareness Center, 3'72
miles East on Hwy. 94,
Murray Kentucky. New
Office hours, Mon., Wed.




listed here is a ready
referenc• that will quickly
help you locat• th•




3. Cord of Thanks
1. In Memory






13. For Sol• or Trade
14. Want To buy












17. Mobile Home Soles
28. Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
31. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
31. Houses For Rent
33. Farms For Rent








11. lots For Sale
15. Forms For Sole






52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
31. For Trod,













Christmas Open House! Sun-
day. November 18th, 1 hi 5.
Juanita's Flowers, 917 Col-




The Murray Ledger 81
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for business
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon-
day through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays.






At times other than those
listed above the office is
closed for regular business





business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper.
The telephone numbers













30 Per -tent off 31t treertird
shrubs! Juanita's Flowers, 917
Coldwater Road, Murray, kV,
Toddler's Day Care now hat











Jesus states in John 14_21, -He
that hath my commandments,
and keepeth them, he it is that
lovetheme: and he that loveth
me shall be loved of my Father,
and I will love him, and will
manifest myself to him" Sab-
bath worship service, Satur-
day's 5 pm til 6 pm Bible
study, 6 til 7 and 7 til 8 even-
ings. Study by phone anytime_
Free Store for the needy. All
donations appreciated Anyone
having need Of would like Bible
information or study call Bible






be submitted by 12




submitted by 12 noon
the day before publica-
tion. Excluding
classified ads for Mon-
day. We ask you to call
by 10 a.m. Saturday.
To have an ad
cancelled before
publication you will
need to contact us by 8
a.m. that morning in
order for it not to ap-
pear in that day's edi-
-3. 6ird of Thanks
The family of Floyd Usrey wish
to thank their friends and
neighhors, all those who sent
food, flowers, the pall bearers.
Dr. Marquardt, nurses, Connie
White, Preacher. Church of
Christ. May God bless all of
you
The Family
We the family of Otte M.
Outland, wish to express our
thanks and appreciation to our
relatives and friends, to the
Minister, Billy Turner, to Olive
Erwin for the music. Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home. May
God bless all of you.
The Family
5. Lost and Found
Lost! Male, black Belguirr
Sheep dog Answers to the
name Duke. 4 months old
$100 reward' Call collect Harry
Johnson, Springville, TN (901)
593-3350 or 593-5511. 
6. Help Wanted
Crafts American Handicrafts
Membee wants retail dealer
Write C Hudson, 2617 W 7th,
Ft Worth, TX 76107, or call
811-335-4161
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing, stuffing
enevelopes Free details, Reply
Titan Box 944851N
Schaumberg, 11 60194.
Olan Mills Studio, needs
several people for part time
telephone work. $3.00 per hour
plus bonus. See Mrs
Shireman, Monday, November
19th at 930 AM at the Regal 8
motel. Also need delivery peo-
ple. No phone calls please. An
equal opportunity employer.
Seamstress, experience sewing
preferred. Good hours, condi-
tions, and salary. Apply in per-
son, Boone Cleaners, 605 Main
Street.
Sirloin Stockade is now accep-
ting applications for manager
trainee We offer to the in-
dividual who wants to achieve
a good starting salary, ad-
vancements, paid vacations,
hospital and life programs, and
many other benefits If you are
looking for a rewarding career
in the food industry contact
Sharon Barnett at Sirloin
Stockade in Murray for an ap-
plication
Urgently need dependable per-
son who can work without
supervision for Texas oil com-
pany in Murray, KY area We
train. Write K.R. Dick, Presi-
dent, Southwestern Petroleum,
Box 789, Ft. Worth, TX 76101. 
9. Situation Wanted
Housework, one or two days per .
week. 753-7812.
10. Bus. Opportunity 
Build your business in Shakle
Be your own boss. Opportunity
for free car, paid vacation trips,
insurance and retirement For
more information call 753-
0541 or 753-9486 •
11. Instructions
Basic and advanced dog obe-
dience class, start November
28th. All breeds and ages.
Special program for 2 to 4
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ANT ADS Alf YOUR BEST BUY!.9401)COMPARE/
13. For Sale or Trade 19. Farm Equipment 22jiiisical
Five lots in the Keniana and
Oak Park Subdivision, near
Hamlin, KY. Value to $1500
per lot. Will sell individually
Would trade for motor home
van, 4x5 photographic equip-
ment. pickup. etc Contact S
Barnett, P0 Box 1252. Long-
mont, Colorado 80501. Make
an offer.
14. Want To Buy 
200 amp service pole for a
trailer. Call 753-6407
Wanted to buy standing
timber, top prices paid 489-
2334.
Want to buy one acre more or
less at reasonable price near
Murray Call 753-0193 after 5
pm
Want to buy 1970 through
1975 Datsun 2-door coupe or
pickup, in good condition Call
436-2289 after 6 pm
Want to buy Junk cars Call
474-8838 after 5 pm
Wanted to buy Veneer white
oak timber Pay top price Call
in the evenings. 753-4984
Want to buy 35 mm camera
with flash $50 or less Call
753-7231 
15. Articles For Sale
Ashley- wood heater suitable for
tobacco stripping, and a
scalding vat Call 753-2987 
For sale Used waterbed and
frame, cash register. adding
machine, glass showcase. ready




etc Call 753-2967 after 5 pm
For sale. Early American living
room suite. $60. 20 inch boys
3-speed bicycle. $20: boys 24
inch 10-speed bicycle, $35
Phone 753-7546 before 6 pm
Junk car parts. cheap!
Acetylene gauges. chain fall,
shower stall. $75 each.
Tandem equipment trailer,
$750. Evenings 759-1739.
Model 1630 Roberts tape
recorder, reel to reel 4-track
stereo, $125. Zenith 21' por-
table color t v.. good condition,
$50, four Madame Alexander
dolls, excellent condition, $25
for group Call 753-9458. 
16. Home Furnishings 
[then Allen twin size canopy
bed, antique white, excellent
condition $200 Serious in
quiries only. Call 753-0444 -
after 430 pm
For sate: 174" cubic foot.
harvesc5Mprator. like
new
Three 20" electric stoves, two
30" electric stoves, two 9
cubic foot electric
refrigerators, one 12 cubic foot
electric refrigerator: two
edgers. Twenty 110 watt ceil-
ing heaters; ten 28-68 screen
doors. Contact Murray Housing,
753-5000. Will be sold by seal
bids, opening November 21st
at 1 pm, Murray Housing Of-
fice, 716 flash Drive.
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances. The Odd Shop.







For factory authorized parts,
sales, and service coil (901)
612-7619. Located at 102
W. Washington St., Court
Square, Pont. In.
19. Farm Equipment
510 Massey combine, 1968
Ford grain truck. 489-2425. 
Farm fans, grain dryers. sales
and serrict, A & I Ford Supply
Inc Highway 54 west of Paris
(901) 642-8544
John Deere model 4440 trac-
tor, completely equipped, in-
cluding monitor. John Deere
21' disc, John Deere model
7.000 planter with monitor.
13' John Deere chisel plow.
John Deere 6 row cultivator.
John Deere -15' harrow, John
Deere 6x16 plow. John Deere
rotary hoe. All equipment one
year old and in brand new con
dawn Will sell seperately or al:
together Phone 489-2141
after 5 pm.
Ford tractors and equipment ,
sales and service, factory war
ranty parts. fast, courteous ser
vice at reasonable rates Grain
bins grain and feed systems
pride of the farm livestock
equipment, channel drain steel
roofing and siding at discount
rates Custom building turn key
contracts A & I Ford Supply,
Highway 54 West. Paris. TN,
642-8544
1972 4400 John Deere com-
bine good condition Call 489-
2391 after 6 pm 
MUST SELL...NOW! All-steel.
clear-span building. 40x12x14,
$5995 F 0.B., large door in-
cluded. 40x48x14,, $4595
F 0.B. Call' Doc collect. (614)
237-26.77
Truck tool boxes, standard and
deluxe boxes, tailgate protec:
tors, round bale hay feeders.
new and used tires, get our
price before you buy, tractor
tire flats repaired Call Vinson
Tractor Company 753-4892 
20. SportsEquipment 
Guns at wholesale price. Mur-
ray Home & Auto True Value
Hunting clothes. half price!
Murray Home & Auto True
Value
New tennis racquets. Wood and
metal Wholesale cost. Custom
stringing 753-6141
Sleds and snow shovels now in






AM/FM with 8 track
$300.00
I 753-6531 ask for
Gibson Les Paul deluxe guitar
also small Univok amplifier two










Spinet piano, used, like new.
Used console and grand pianos.
Practice pianos and organs
Lonardo Piano Co., across from










2 miles out of Murray on Hwy. 280
is now open!!
Auto Glass and Body Repair.
Free Estimates at home or the shop!
Ed Thomason
436-2658
Medical Technologist (ASCP-HEW) or
Medical Technician (ASCP-HEW) for
modern clinical laboratory, located in
University setting and recreational
area. Excellent salary and benefit
program. Contact: Personnel Office,
Murray Calloway County Hospital,
Murray, KY 42071 or (502) 753-5131.
Spinet piano used like new Us-
ed console and grand pianos.
Practice pianos. New Baldwin
pianos and organs Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office Paris, TN
Sckova wooden guitar $75
753-8361
Two new console stereos
reduced due to damaged




All oak, large frame stockbarn
Good roof if dismantled Call
753-5593
Firewood $25 rick .delivered
Locust fence posts. 7 ft $2 9
ft $2 50 489-2327
Full selection of Litton cake
supplies Murray Home & Auto
True Value.
Oak. Hickory, Ash, firewood U
haul or delivered $15 and up
753-6837.
Two sets of wedding rings, 7
diamonds in each set Size 6.
$225, size 8. $125 Call 492-
8173
Toy department is now open at
Murray Home & Auto True
Value 
25. Business Services
Lay-a-way with Murray Home
and Auto True Value
Weatherize now at Murray
Home & Auto True Value
26. TV-Radio
For sale 17" Zenith color t v
good condition Call 753-7189
Repossesed Take up monthly
payment on 25 color t v War-
ranted Clayton s - J & B Music
753-7575
Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna,
tan talk to Canada and Mexico
New $150, now $75. 492-
8834.
27. Mobile Home Sales
Price reduced to 518.900. Dou.
ble wide home. underpinned.
central heat and air, located on
2 acre lot. Also 3 or 4 car
garage Excellent location 489-
2248 after 5 pm.
1969 Regent. 12x60. located
on the water. 2 bedrooms. total
electric. central air, skirted and
large built-on porch. 232-8222.
12x65 Revere three bedroom
two bath completely furnish-
ed including washer and dryer
underpinning central heat and
air. Call Spann Realty
Associates 753-7724
Two bedroom. 2 bath Holiday
mobile home Kitchen and
large living room. washer and
dryer hookups. stove and
refrigerator, central heat and
air, underpinned Call 753-
9437 
28. Mob. Home Rents
For sale or rent: Lot set up for
trailer. $35 per month Conrad
Heights Subdivision. 235' deep
and 100' wide. Call 753-1852.
Two bedroom furnished trailer,
new carpet. $125 per month.
$75 security deposit No pets
Call 753-4808. 
29. Heating-Cooling 
All wood burning stoves on
sale. Murray Home & Auto True
Value.
For sale wood burning stove,
new grate, very efficient $50
753-6625. 
30. Business Rental
For rent: 1000 square toot.
Southside Shopping Center,
next to Jim's Shoe Outlet. Call
753-6612. 
32. Apts. For Rent 
Furnished one bedroom apart-
ment, $125 per month, plus
deposit Shown Saturday 10
am til 2 pm at 602 Poplar
Street
Furnished apartment, 1 or 2
bedrooms, also sleeping rooms.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
16th. 753-6609.
For rent Furnished apartment
at New Concord $80 per mon-
th Call 436-2323 after 5 pm





duplex apartment to perma- _
nent adults with best
reference. 1104-Pogue Avenve.
"Even if Volcker makes the - dollar wort
something, who's going to be able to borro
one."
33. Rooms for Rent 43. Real Estate
Rooms for rent, $70 per mon-
th, utilities furnished, one
block from University. 759-
4909 or 753-1812.
Room for rent, one block from
University. Share bath and kit-
chen All utilities included,
$70 per month plus $70
deposit. Call 753-0430 or 753-
8131 
34. Houses For Rent - -
Three bedroom house near
Kentucky lake. Completely fur-
nished, washer and dryer in-
cluded. Deposit required. Call
after 5 pm. 753-8964
Well insulated 5 room house, 4.
miles East. City water, electric
heat, touple.no pets.
References required. $150
month. Available January 1st.
Can 753-7551















Big horn saddle with buck stit-
ching. good condition. 13 hand
pony Call 753-4867. 
38. Pets-Supplies 
AKC male. yellow Labrador
Retriever. 3 months old. $80.
Excellent pedigree. Call 753-
3903.
Boarding and grooming for
Thanksgiving_ Make your reser-
vations now. We board cats too.
Hidden Valley Kennel. 435-
4481.
Beagle puppies. AKC champion
stock. -2 males. 3 months old.
$75. Will hold for Christmas.
(901)782-3572.
For sale- AKC Minature
Dachshund puppies. 2 males. 3
females. Just right for
Christmas' $75 each. Phone
474-2314
Great Dane puppies, AKC, all
shots, wormed. $125 and up
Paradise Kennels, 753-4106.
Pre-Christmas Sale. All types
grooming were $12.00 now
$10.00. By appointment, Con-
nie Lampe, 436-2510.
Registered Eskimo Spitz,
female, cheap. Call 435-4472.
43. Real Estate
Bit 0' the country? What are
your needs? 81 acres? 35
acres? 23 acres? Farms just
listed have acreage tendable,
some with timber. beautiful
Nodding sites. Here's a chance
to move out and have a little
land! Call John or Judy at 153-
1492 for more information. Of-
fered by Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors 
This 147 story home can be
bought for $14,500. Four large
rooms with bath, located
southeast of city, has recently
been re-roofed and painted.
Nice shady lot with garden
spot. Owner leaving town. Call








shop with paint room
and lots of equipment
to remain with pur-
chaser. Nice office
with equipment and 2
baths. All in an ex-
cellent location and on






4000 Square feet in-
sulated metal building
on 1½ acres located on
busy highway 4 miles
from Murray. Priced
below replacement
cost - $60's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for full time real
estate Service.
Reduced for a quick sale. Nice
2 bedroom brick in edge of
Hazel on 1/2 acre lot. Newly
decorated, and new carpet, has
new plumbing and wiring, and
insulated to T.V.A. specifica-
tions. Lots of closet space. A
good retirement home or a
"first- home Priced to sell at










Want a home in Canterbury
that doesn't cost a fortune'
This 3 bedroom brick has
carpet, economical central gas
heat and central air, 2 baths.
double garage and on a large
corner lot. Is hard to believe
that it is priced in the $50's.
Call Louise Baker at Spann
Rea ty Associates, 753-J724.
Boyd-Molars
Real Estate
  105 N. 12th 
WANT A FARM?
95 acres about 50 open.






only 05,000. only 42
mile E. of Ledbetter
Church Rd. of Hwy.
1346. Call today.
19 Acres
19 acres near Hazel on
E.W. Miller Rd. Ext.
West of Hwy. 641
joining city limits at
N.W. corner. Level
high productive land
now in soybeans and 3








looking for real estate
brokers or sales people
in Western Kentucky.
Earn top commission
dollars - More op-








0167. TOLL FREE: 1-800-
821•5642. Remember . .
. UNITED FARM means
REAL ESTATE.
We have farms for sale from
five acres to 175 acres. These
range in price from $5250 to
$78,500. Any of the property
can be purchased with a low
down payment and owner
financing at considerably less
than bank rates. Call John C.
Neubauer. Realtor. 1111











with lots of extras...
central gas heat and
air, low utility bills.
Located east of






392 N. III Si.
Make a list of all the things-y-ou
are looking for in a new home -
then check this practical 3
bedroom. We think it will have
it all. Located just minutes
from town on an acre plus lot
Exceptionally well built.
decorated lust recently, well in-
sulated. Seeing is believing
Call for your tour with Brenda
at 753-1492.. Offered by Cen-.
tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.
44. Lots For Sale
Six lots in Sherwood Forest
Call 753-3076 
45. Farms For Sale
10 acres with 3 bedrooms, liv-
tng room, kitchen, dining room.
bath and shower, central heat
and air home Located 21/2
miles east of Almo Heights.
Phone 527-1764.
Mini farms near Paris Landing
and Kentucky lake Call 753-
3076
161/2 acres tillable land, 41/2
miles from Murray on 121
South. Call 753-138 after 5
pm.
Row crop and cattle farms for
sale. Large acreages. Some
with financing available. Con-
tact Paul 'Nielson. (502) 527-
3979
46. Homes For Sale
Nice country home, wooded
lot, residential, city water, elec-
tric heat, well insulated. Gall
753-7551.
Three bedroom house, 2 bath,
double garage, large den with
cathednal ceiling in Canterbury
Estates Call 753-1358 after 5
Two bedroom frame cabin,
located at Pine Bluff shores.
Price $7500 firm! Call 753-
4016 after 5 pm. 
48. Auto. Services
Doctor or Nurse, worried about
getting to work this winter
when the ice and snow comes?
Need a phone in your car? Have
a pet and no place to put it?
Like a large workroom away
from it all for those rare spare
moments? We have it all for
you...for the complete picture
call Brenda at 753-1492, Cen-




trailer located on 31/2





Property is all fenced
and cross-fenced for
livestock. Call today
for an appointment to
view this property.
Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1= for all
your Real Estate
needs. We are mem-
bers of the Multiple
Listing Service.
PERFECT SETTING
Mobile home on a
beautiful wooded lot
(100x230) with a nice
workshop in back
Mobile home has cen-
tral gas heat and cen-
tral air. Lot also has
two septic tanks if
another trailer hook-
up is desired. Located
Northwest of Murray





Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.






NEW OFFICE HOLT:. --- 'IrraedAll Day Wed.:- -
Mencl;.% I- ruiaN 7 30-Noon saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of •
HAIRCUT 11.25 PRICE SHAVE IS'
Ie. 14.'44 a a. go«. ,.• 'Si )414 ewe On ..0....• •••••1 NW. 6....
We con make your car
look good and weather
protect it for the on-
coming months ahead.
We glaze and wax, and
do interior cleanup. All





Wheels, 15 inch, Keystone
spoke wheels. Days 753-6100,
nights 753-1676. 
49. Used Cars
1972 Buick LeSabre. 4-door,
$315. Call 753-9710.
1974 Brougham LTD 753-
8361
1970 Corvette, black, in good
condition, extra sharp. Call
489-2715:
Collector's Item, 1968 Chevelle
Super Sport, 2-door, hardtop,
396 motor with chrome covers.
Automatic, power steering, low
mileage. show room new. North
16th Street Ext. and Poor Farm
Road.
1973 Corvette Call 527-9229
1975 El Camino, good condi-
tion, $1850. Extra nice 1969
Chevelle wagon, 6 cylinder,
automatic, over 20 mpg, $890
Call 489-2595 
For sale 1973 Maverick, 302
V8 power and an $1000 767-
6356
For sale: 1971 Catalina Pon-
tiac, 350 motor. 2V. 4-door,
motor and body in good condi-
tion. $500 Call 489-2510.
For sale: 1976 Datsun 280Z,
good condition, very
reasonable. Call 753-4395
between 4 and 6 pm daily.
1973 MG Midget, good condi-
tion, $1400 753-3984




Call 753-1713 or 153-3827
Would like to sell or have so-




1979 C1-5 perfect condition
753-6802 or 436-5366
1977 Chevy wrecker, one ton. 4
wheel drive, automatic, 28.000
miles, Canfield boom 437-
4134 or 437-4749
1967 Chevrolet half ton
pickup $350 Call 767-4027
1967 Dodge Sportster, good
condition. asking $775. Call
after 5 pm, 435-4333.
1978 Dodge pickup, light gray,
with tool box and snow tires
less than 9000 miles Call 753-
3698
1972 Datsun 1600 pickup
5650 753-0573
For sale. 1979 Dodge Maxi-van,
$4150. See at Garrison Motor
Sales on Duguid Drive, 753-
6000.
1974 Ford pickup. $1500 Call
753-4094 after 4 pm.
1978 Ford Van, air, cruise, tilt.
$9000 sticker price. Used 18
months, $4950. Call 753-5867
or 753-4953. 
51. Campers 
Hurry! Winter is coming! Com-
plete repair and winterizing
service. A few 1919 Starcrafk-
and Road Rangers at discount
prices. Close out special on all
truck toppers, $190. White's
Camper Sales, Highway 94''
East, Murray, KY. Call 753-
0605.
Topper for long wheel base
pickup truck. 435-4472.
Topper for long wheel base for
Chevrolet Luv truck, sliding
back glass. Call 247-3256. 
52. Boats and Motors
All aluminum 20' Pontoon boat
with cano . Johnson
motor. at Jones
Iran .an etal Co.. Railroad
Ave. Murray from 7 AM til 4
PM, 
53. Services Offered




Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters, and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates Prompt and efficient ser-
vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489-
2774
Carpet • cleaning, free
ostimates, satisfied references.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps. free
estimates. 753-5476.
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old or new. quality
work. Call 753-0565.
Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground. leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate, Steve Shaw 753-






Chimney brick repair brick
house pointing, house painting
Call 436 2855 after 6pm
Fence Sales at Sears now Cal
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs
For your chain link fencing
needs contact Montgomery
Ward Free estimates 753
1966
Guttering by Sears Sears con
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates
Have your driveways white rock
ed before bad weather Free
estimates Clifford Garrison,
753-5429 after 4 pm
Insulation blown in by Sears
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears, /53-
2310, for free estimates
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Licensed electrician and




rates. Call Ernest White, 753-
0605.
Will haul driveway
white rock and Ag
Lime. Also have wash-




• Aluminum and fiberglass
, underpinning, white, beige.
and brown. Roofs sealed. Also
patio awnings, open or screen-
ed in,Svini or without windows.
Also carports, single and dou-
ble sizes. Jack Glover, 753-
1873 after 6 pm.
Paper hanging and interior
painting. Call 437-4617 or 753-
7337.
Plumbing or electrical repair
on well pumps, water heaters.
and ranges, also dishwashers
installed. James Burkeen, 414-
2257.
Painting - Paperhanging. Com-
mercial or residential. Free
estimates. 759-1987.
Save time and money, call us
first, Millstone Development
Corp. We move the earth for
your excovating needs. Septic
tanks, ponds, and lakes.
Backhoe dozer and pan work,
Gravel and fill dirt hauled. Call
492-8258.
Tractor work: breaking, disking,
bushhogging, blade work. Call
753-7400 from 8 til 5, after 5,
753-2632.
Wet basement" We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co..
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001. or call day or night,
1-442-7026.
Will do hauling of any kind city
or county Call 492-8704
Will haul driveway white rock
And Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson. 753-6763
or 753-4545
Will do plumbing, heating
remodeling, repairs around the
home. carpentry and roofing
753-9600 
57. Wanted
Wanted Man with corn picker
to pick corn and put in crib
Good pay to right people
Phone 753-2542
Wanted Gentleman to share
large 2 bedroom furnished
mobile home $100 per month
including utilities 489-2327
1974 Monte Carlo Landau.
power steering, power brakes.
and air. Has tilt wheel and
power windows. Silver with
burgandy interior $1400. Call
1-354-6217. IP
1978 Pontiac Firebird, small
engine, good gas mileage, go-
ing overseas, must sell' Call
759-1089.
1977 Trans Porn power, air,
radio 8-track, one owner, low
mileage, lookiyand runs great
753-3562
1978 T-bird Towne Landau.
'black and gray color with gray
plush interior. Has cruise con-
trol, tilt wheel, electric door's,
windows, seats, and trunk AM-
FM radio with 8-track tape.
aeTroffi r*ii riders/ler/ ra'dral
tires. 17.000 plus miles. See at
607 Elm Street.
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800-342 58.55,
NAVY. IT'S NOT JUST
A /011, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
Hey!
It's a great time to give your old bathroom
a "face-lift."
What better way to improve the
bathroom's looks than by using MARBLE Its
durable...it's practical...it's beautiful.
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Reservation Deadline Set
Dr. James A. !image,
professor of history at No
them n Kentucky University.
will be the speaker for the




Countian Dies At 54
Homer G. Darnell. Lincoln
Park, Mich. and formerly of
Calloway County. died
Thursday afternoon while
deer hunting near Baldwin.
Mich. He was 54.
Darnell was born in the
Brown's Grove community of
Callow as County. He was the
son of the late G. T. and Josie
Fraaces Jones Darnell.
A veteran of World War II,
Darnell was member of the
Church of Christ.
Ile is survived by his wife.
the former Dorothy Harris,
also a native of Calloway
County. Other survieors in-
clude one son. Billy Darnell:
two grandchildren. Barry and
Kelly Darnell, all of I.incoln
Park: one sister. Mrs. Lola
Smith. Farmington: six
brothers, Tommie. Herman,
Hess, Cody. Stanley. all of
Farmington and James, of
,eavittsburg. Ohio.
Friends nway call after 3
p.m. Monday at the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home.
Funeral services will be
'held at 2 p.m. Tuesday. at the
Coldwater Church of Christ
with burial tolollow in the
Coldwater Church of Christ
cemetery..
Reservations for the dinner
meeting at Marshall County
Haat School on Saturday. Dec.
1, must be sent to secretary
Margaret Heath. 1202 Joe
('reason Drive in Benton by.
Monday . Noy ember 19. The
price is 86.75 per plate and the
public is invited.
A !tali% e of Heidland.
Ramage is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Newton Hamage of
McCracken COunty . He was
4raduated from Heidland
High School in the class of 1958
and then spent four years in
the U.S. Army.
Ramage met his wife, the
font ter Ann Winstead of
Owensboro at Murray State
Univers0 where he took two
iiegrejs, the bachelors 'and
masters. He then earned the
Ph 1). in history at the
Unit ersity of Kentucky. The
Haulages have a daughter
who IS -nine years old.
Hantage's speech on the
Thunderbolt of the Con-
federacy will follow the dinner
which begins at 6 p.m. The
title is, -John Hunt Morgan's
Raids in Indiana and Ohio
During the War Between the
States."
Mr. and Mrs. Newton
Ramage will head a list of
honored guests at a special




The annual Junior High
Quad-State Band Festival will
be -held at Murray State
University on November 19. A
full day &if rehearsals will be
climaxed by concerts
beginning at 7 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. Ni' admission will








(at part,c‘pat.ng Captain D's)
Captain D's
Buy One, Get One Free
Yoell girt The Chipper — two r elan fish fi
lets. french fries,
slaw sod two Swelters style hwaiipepaise 
-Sieeply pressor








"le" miltiz. U ew maw =Om
1977 Monte Carlo Landau
Rally wheels, power steering and brakes, air
conditioner, 26,000 miles, silver with silver half
vinyl top with red interior, extra sharp.
1978 Chevette





r3NIESAI MOTORS Pain OrV1S1001
Keep That Great GM
With Genuine GM
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 Small 753-2617





THE MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL Varsity Cheerleade
rs are in Memphis, Tenn., today
(Saturday) competing in the National High School
 Cbeerleading Championships. They were
invited by Jeff Webb and the Universal Cheerl
eading Association to compete. The winners
of this competition will advance to the finals in 
Orlando, Fla., which will be aired on national
television in the spring. The squad members a
re, left to right, back row, Michelle Harris,
Kathy Outland, Martha Pitman, Carroll Edwar
ds, Tracy Brown, front row, Julie Billington,
Dana English, Tammy Hutson, and Iambi Gra
y. Sponsors for the squad are Sharon Down-
ing and DeAnn Thornton.
Book By Yoo Is Published
Dr. Yushin Yoo, head of the
acquisitions department in the
library at • Murray State
University. is the author of a
recently-released children's




"The Church As Parable"
will be the subject of the
sermon by the Rev. Dr. David
Webb, West Area Minister, at
the 10:45 a.m. worship ser-
vices on Sunday, Nov. 18, at
the First Christian Church
.( Disciples of Christ His
scripture will be from
Ephesians 4:11-16.
Margaret Porter will direct
the choir as they sing the
anthem, "Sing To The Lord Of
Harvest," with Maxine Clark
as organist.
Assisting in the services will
be Ken Heintzehnan, Preston
Holland. Frank Wainscott,
Henry Fulton, Dr. Clegg
Austin, John Hall, Coleman
McKeel, Dan McKeel, Steve
Shaw. Buffy Greer, Stephanie
Lucas, Mrs. A. B. Austin, and
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Reagan.
The flowers will be fur-
nished in' memory of Ray
Sinclair by his family.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
• The Youth Groups will meet
at 5:30 p.m. Sunday for supper




A Lexington physician has
pleaded innocent to 29 sex-
related charges allegedly
involving 11 children.
Dr. Kenneth Payne, SC was
indicted on five counts- of
firstdegree sodomy, one count
of first-degree sexual. abuse
and 23 counts of using a minor
in a sexual performance.
Fayette Circuit Judge
Charles Tackett scheduled a
hearing for Tuesday on
defense attorney Jim Early's
request that Payne's $280,000
full cash bond be reduced.
Early proposed a $300.000-
socalled "10 percent bond"
that would allow Payne's
release after posting $30,000.
Prosecutors Ken Smith and
Benny Hicks said they op-
posed a bond reduction
because Payne allegedly faces
two flight-from-prosecution
charges in Chesterfield, Va.
"I'm not the monster the
newspaper makes me out to
be." Payne said. "I'd put my
hand on the Bible .and swear I
wouldn't run "
Titled "Bong Nam and the
Pheasants," the 24-page
Korean folk tale was released
in earl) -November. It is
available in both book and
folding scroll editions.
Yoo, who has been at
Murray State since 1969, was
the guest of honor at an
autographing party for his
hew level( at a meetrng of the
Kentucky Library Association
in Lexington on Friday Nov.
9.
Written for children from
ages 3 to 7, the book is based
on an idea from sonic of the
stories told to Yoo as a young
boy by his grandmother in
extreme South Korea. II is
illustrated by a New York
artist. •
Published as part of the
observance of the Inter-
national Year of the Child, the
book is described by the
author as one that crini-bines
moral teaching with sonic
basic information about
Korean culture. YI ,H said
there are practically no books
in children's literature with a
Korean setting.
A synopsis Of his book reads
this way:
-Should a boy kill a hungry
snake in order to save a bred
of helpless baby pheasant!.
Young Bong Nam thinks it is
right to do so, but the reward
for his deed is the snakes
murderous revenge. Retbr-
ning as an evil spirit disguised
as a sweet young man, the
snake traps'young Bong Nam.
MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not receiv-
ed their home-delivered copy 
of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
530 p m Monday-Friday or by
330 p m Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
• A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery .
The regular business office hour2
of The Murray Ledger 6 Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday throu
gh

















'CHECK MAY NEED STORES'
COUNTERSIGNATURE. SEE
DETAILS ON COUPON.
central Kentucky: the Jef-
ferson County Police
Department sent a helicopter,
a canine unit and about four
officers to aid in the search.
Local police also assisted.
The troopers searched
houses, barns, wooded areas
and fields, mainly in New
Haven and along Kentucky 52
between New Haven and
Gethsemane.
Roadblocks were set up on
most state and county roads in.
south Nelson County and
adjoining sections of LaRue
and Marion counties. The
troopers were told to check
'trunks of cars.
State police set up the
command post at the New
Haven City Hall Friday night.
The town's volunteer fire
department and Optimist Club
furnished food and drink for
the officers. Individual





will be the sermon topic for
the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m.' ser-
vices and "Meeting My Daily
Challenges" will be the topic
at the 6 p.m. services by John
Dale on Sunday, Nov. 18. at
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ. Scriptures
will be from Luke 17:11-19 and
.Romans 12:1-3.
Assisting in the services will
be Tommy -Carraway, Jerry
' Bolls, James Payne, -Roger'
Rhodes. Doug Huffman, Ron
McNutt, Doug Smotherman,
Ed A. Thomas, Jim Wilson,
Jon T. Carpenter, Sam
Parker, Max Walker, Jack
Ward. Charles Olree. Kenneth
Grogan, Paul Kelly, and Owen
Moseley.
Karen Carraway will be the
teen nursery helper and.Celisa
Curd will be the Special class
helper. Serving on the ex-
tension department will be
Emmanuel Manners and Gene
McDougal.
Bible Study will be at 9:45
a in. Sunday.
After the killing, police
combed the area for a day, but
called off the search after
concluding that the suspect
was no longer in the region.
Robe)' said the latest
manhunt would continue,
"Until we're satisfied."
, Harris. 28, was shot to death
the night of Nov. 7 after
stopping a speeding car near
Hodgenville. The car was




Bruce I.okue will speak on
-Thanksgiving" with scrip-
ture from Deuteronomy 8 at
the 10:30 a.m. service, and on
"How To Spot A Phony" with
scripture from Luke 6:43-45 at'
the 6 p.m. service on Sunday,
Nov. 18, at the University
Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, W. H. Brooks,
Sherrill Gargus, Hamp W.
Brooks, Clark Hicks, Harold
Arnett, Keith Hays, Danny
Nix, Larry Wright, Jimmy
Ford, Max Cleaver, Roger
Wilson, George Wilson, Wayne
Jace Wilson, and
Bobby Martin.
Nursery supervisors will be
Lillie Johnson, Mary Sue
Dunp, Gail Wright, Ophie Lee
Steele, and Linda Fain. .
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Pikeville Slaps
Midnight Curfew
In a breathtakingly exciting
conclusion, Bong Nani's life is
saved by the very pheasants
he protected."
Although the-book is Voo's
first published fiction and first
children's story, he has had
three scholarly works
published on the subject of
Buddhisni. One of them,
-Books on Buddhism: An-.
Annotated Subject Guide,"
was selected as the, out-
staiiding reference Wok of
1976 by the American Library
Association.
Yoo earned the B. A. degree
at Keimyung College in
Dame Korea, and the M.A.,
and Ph.D. degrees at
-- George Peabody College in
Nashville •
PIKEVILLE. Ky AP ,
The city of Pikeville is en--
forcing a midnight curfew for
people under the age of 18
The action is in response to a
request from a newly formed
drug committee at Pikeville
High school.
City Manager Frank
Carlton said this week the city
ha's in 'effect a 1973 ordinance
requiring the fire department
to blow a siren at 11 p.m each
night, giving young people an
hour to be off the street'. The
ordinance prohibits peor!+-
under 18 from being .r
streets between the hoi,.
midnight and 5 a.m.
A delegation of parent,
the high school atter.ii.,1
Monday night's meeting of !h,
Pikeville City _.c.'ortunis-,,
The Rev. William Harrinn,
the group's spokesman. a
the commissioners to e
the curfew and to requi-,1 the
police department to pAtrol
certain-speeific locatior,,
LADY RACER
The Lady f̂lacers baske'!4,11
team of Murra,
University will play '1)e
Southern Illinois Univ. r,,ty
women in the Uni‘.•: ,!y
Fieldhouse beginning at 1 ,
4,ri November 19.
DANCE CLASS
The first of four sessi, n
intermediate Middle F:&•••• n
dance, a Life and IA.ar• ..,g
.. class offered by Murray :
University. will be held 17 7l)e
ladies' Exercise rooli f!)le
Carr Health Building , e
charge for the class lc, ,e
a5 for the four session, ,




classes will. be distruscri far
the Thanksgiving holida..
7:30 a.m. on . V•redN•A-v,
November 21. Classel





A special program of music
will be presented by The
Nightingales of the Baptist
Memorial Hospital School of
Nursing, Memphis, Tenn.. on
Sunday, Nov. 18, at the 7 p.m.
services at the First -Baptist
Church, Murray.
The pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker. will speak on
-Equipped For Church
Advance" with scripture from
Ephesians 6:10-18 at the
evening service.
At the 10:45 a.m. service
Sunday the pastor will speak
on "Silver Trumpets" with
scripture-from Numbers 10:1-
10. John Randolph, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
services.
The Carillon Bell Choir and
the Church Choir, directed by
Wayne Halley, minister ,of
music...with Joan Bowker ai
organist and Allene Knight as
pianist will present special
music at the morning hour.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training at 6
p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Bobby McDowell,
Mrs. Charles McDaniel, Mrs
Dan Glover, Mrs. Billy
Brandon, Mrs. Richard Jones,
Mrs. Craig Cole, Mrs. Phillip
Hocking, • and Mrs. Karl
Hussung.
Peabody Coal And
UMW Agree To End
Work Stoppage
OWENSBORO, Ky IAP) —
Peabody Coal Co. has reached
an agreement with Local 2305
of United Mine Workers in-
volving work stoppages at a
west Kentucky mine.
At an „ informal. hearing
Friday in U.S. District Court
at Owensboro, the two sides
agreed to extend a temporary
restraining order issued Oct.
31 until April 30, 1980.
Under the restraining order
the union is enjoined from
engaging in an illegal work
stoppage at Peabody's Camp
11 underground mine in Union
County as long as the order
remains in effect.
In addition, 'Peabody has
agreed not to file suit against
the union for damage in pask
strikes for a period of one year
unless the union violates the
restraining order.
And, if the union does not
engage in illegal work stop-
page for one year, Peabody




the restraining order' to
prevent whet it considers
illegal work stoppages.
State Police Man Nelson County
Post As Hunt For Man Continues
NF:W HAVEN, Ky. AP) —
State police manned a mobile
command post through the
night after more than 100
officers converged on south
Nelson County, following what
they apparently believe is
their best lead to date in the
killing of State Police Trooper
Eddie Harris.
. The. Friday afternoon and
evening search centered on
New Haven as police in-
vestigated reports that the
man named in a warrant in
the case, 22-year-old Clyde
Daniel Graham of
Elizabethtown, had been
staying in the area since the
Nov. 7 killing.
The search began in New
Haven, about 10 miles from
the site of the slaying in
LaRue County, after state
police questioned a resident of
the town for about an hour in
connection with the case.
Capt. John Robey, com-
mander of the state police post
at Elizabethtown, refused to
give the name of the man
questioned or details of the
interrogation. He said police
"probably" have their best
lead in the case so far.
State troopers taking part in





Rebecca Payne Shockley, a
.member of the piano faculty.
at Eastern:- Kentucky
University. present a
piano recitarik Murray State
University on Sunday af-
ternoon, Nov. 18.
Her program, to begin at
3:30 p.m. in the Recital Hall
Annex of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center. is the final event
of Keyboard Emphasis Week
on the campus.
She will play . four
movements from "Sonata in
B-Flat Major, K. 333" by
Mozart. -Four Etudes" by.
Debussy, and "Sonta in B
Minor" by Liszt.
Mrs. Shockley joined the
Eastern Kentucky faculty in
1978. She has given numerous
recitals in the, Midwest and
has performed as a soloist
with the University of
Colorado Symphony
Orchestra and the Eastern
Kentucky University Sym-
phony Orchestra.
She earned bachelor's and
'master's degrees in piano at
Indiana University and is a
Candidate for the doctoral
degree at the University of
Colorado. Mrs. Shockley
studied with Joseph Battista
and Sidney Foster at Indiana
University and Guy Duck-
worth at the University of
Colorado. She also holds a
Performer's Licentiate from
the Royal Academy of Music
in London.
She is presently serving as
elementary theory chair-
person for the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association.
Brothers Ordered
Held But No Exam
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. iAPt
— The Associated Press
erroneously reported Wed-
nesday that two teenagers
accused of killing their mother




Mike Foster said Friday the
two brothers. ages 13 and 15,
were ordered held in the
Christian County jail until
next Wednesday.
Then a certification.hearing
will be held before Christian
District Judge Peter
MacDonald to determine
whether the two boys should
stand trial as adults.- Poster
said a motion for a psychiatric
examination is normal in such
eases, but no such motiati NIS
been filed.
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